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20. Abstract (Continued) fO A( L)c ,

identical conditions hay a cons532A, which 
matches GaAs to withinL/cO--0",. k reflection Laue patterns
show that the (110} layers are chalcopyrite, while the {111}As
layers are sphalerite. The Laue patterns also indicate that the
{l10} epitaxy is mixed with the c-axis out of the growth plane.
A possible explanation for these results is that the {ll0}G
surfaces in liquid phase epitaxy reconstruct into chalc ite-like
chains in the (001] direction, while the {111As su es do not.
This would promote the formation of chalcopyri nSnP2 with anti-
phase boundaries on {110} surfaces.

Using back reflection Laue meas ents we have examined the
substrate orientation d antiphase domain boundaries

on GaAs by liquid phase epitaxy. These
results together with those of other workers indicate that {211}
substrates are best for the growth of chalcopyrite layers with c=2a,
while {100} substrates are best for those chalcopyrites with c<2a.
The suppression of antiphase domain boundaries can be related to
improved electrical properties for the chalcopyrite layers. In
general, crystal orientations with large c-axis components parallel
to the growth plane tend to be suppressed. This suggests that
differences in lateral growth rate from nuclei with different
orientations, rather than site preference, is a dominant factor in
the suppression of antiphase domain boundaries.

Misordering defects which occur in the growth of chalcopyrite/
sphalerite systems have been investigated through the LPE growth
of ZnSnP2 on GaAs. X-ray diffraction measurements reveal the
presence of misordering defects associated with multiple tetragonal
orientations in the epitaxy. Growth on {211} oriented substrates
reveals the lowest concentrations of orientation-related defects
while growth on vicinal {110} oriented substrates indicates the
strongest cation site differentiation required to produce long-range
ordering. The use of critically misoriented {110} substrates is
proposed for the growth of highly ordered chalcopyrite layers on
sphalerite substrates.

The mixing enthalpy of ternary tetrahedral semiconductor
alloys is fairly well described by regular solution theory, with
a thermodynamic interaction parameter that is sensitive to the
lattice spacing of the binary constituents. We derive an estimate
of the interaction parameter from a model which ascribes the mixing
enthalpy to bond distortions associated with the alloy formation,
and relates these to the macroscopic elastic properties of the crystal.
Numerical estimates are given for the 18 alloys with cations Al,
Ga, In and anions P, As, Sb and are compared with experimental
values and alternative models. To within a single adjustable
parameter, the predictions agree with experiment and are consistent
with those of the delta lattice parameter (DLP) model. A further
calculation of the elastic energy associated with composition
fluctuations (clustering) in these alloys indicates that this energy
is sufficient to suppress clustering above the critical mixing
temperature.

1
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20. Abstract (Continued)

Spatial composition fluctuations in semiconductor alloys,
AxBl-xC involve elastic energy when the lattice parameters of
AC and BC differ. Therefore, the fluctuations are expected to
be reduced below those exhibited by a purely random distribution
of the constituent ions. We estimate the extent of the reduction,
and relate it to recent observations of Raman linewidths and line
shapes in GaxInl.xAs and GaxAll-xAs.

Below band-gap photovoltaic response with a half-power point
at 1.31eV is observed in p-type Inl.xGaXP on n-type GaAs hetero-
junctions with {111} interfaces. This response is apparently due
to photon-assisted tunneling of carriers across the interfacial
energy gap, which is smaller than the energy gaps of the constituentI materials. The same mechanism can be employed in other hetero-
junctions with appropriate energy-band lineups to obtain longer
wavelength infrared response.

Below bandgap emission and absorption are observed in p-ZnSnP2
on n-GaAs heterojunctions. The band lineup of this heterostructure
system suggests that the below bandgap transition is between the
valence bands of GaAs and the conduction band of ZnSnP2 at the
interface. The predicted value for the interfacial gap of Ei=l.27eV
compares with an experimental value of 1.31eV

Advances in technology have made possible the fabrication of
rapidly varying heterostructures which hold the promise of important
applications. We develop a set of approximate treatments of electron
states in a variety of layered heterostructures. The approximations
are all based on the concept of one-band generalized Wannier functions.
Following a discussion of the validity of this representation, we
apply it to an evaluation of the bound states in a narrow quantum
well in GaAs, which clearly demonstrates the mixing of main and
satellite valley states as well as the contribution of evanescent
states, and of the states of a superlattice in a model structure
of up to 20 quantum wells. As a final example we discuss the appli-
cation of generalized Wannier functions to the matching of electronic
states at a heterojunction between two model band structures with
different effective masses, and compare the formalism with alterna-
tive approaches to this problem.

Recent III-V alloy formation models indicate that negative
charge transfer energy can overcome positive bond distortion
energy to stabilize long-range order or compound formation.
Although a report of a layered ordering in AlxGal_xAs tends to
confirm this result, we have as yet obtained no convincing evidence
for such ordering in InxGal-xP. Compound formation in these alloys
may be critically dependent on growth temperature and kinetic factors.

I
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1. INTRODUCTION

f Although there is substantial interest in III-V semiconductor

alloys for electronic and optoelectronic devices, relatively

little is known about the distribution of atoms in these materials

or the effects of non-random distributions on device performance.

In many of these alloys, however, non-random distributions of atoms

are expected to be important from thermodynamic considerations.

This is particularly true at the low temperatures commonly used

for epitaxial growth. The available evidence suggests that short-

range clustering of like atoms or short-range ordering of unlike

atoms can produce device problems such as excess noise and leakage

current, premature voltage breakdown, and lower carrier mobilities.

Long-range ordering of unlike atoms, however, could potentially

yield III-V ternary compounds with properties superior to their

parent alloys. In epitaxial growth, substrate effects such as

lattice match and non-equivalent sublattice sites are expected

9 to have a strong influence on these phenomena. Also, two of the

important III-V alloys, GaxIn1 -xP and GaxIn1 -xAs, can be epitaxially

grown matched to GaAs and InP, respectively, at compositions near

the point of greatest ordering probability. The objective of

this work is to investigate various aspects of clustering and

ordering in III-V alloys, including the interfacial properties

of the materials.

a
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2. Liquid Phase Epitaxial Growth of ZnSnP. on GaAs
iG. A. Davis and C. M. Wolfe*

Semiconductor Research Laboratory, Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri 63130

iABSTRACT
ZnSnP, is a potentially useful semiconductor which can have either the sphalerite structure or the chalcopyrite struc-

ture with no tetragonal distortion (c = 2a). We have grown ZnSnP, on various orientations of GaAs by liquid phase epitaxy
and found that the best growth occurs on (110) surfaces. Double-crystal x-ray diffraction measurements indicate that these
(110) layers have a lattice constant of 5.6507A, while ( 11) As layers grown under identical conditions have a lattice constant
of 5.6532A, which matches GaAs to within ±2 x 1o-'A. Back reflection Laue patterns show that the (110) layers are
chalcopyrite, while the 1 11) As layers are sphalerite. The Laue patterns also indicate that the (110) epitaxy is mixed with the
c-axis out of the growth plane. A possible explanation for these results is that the (110) GaAs surfaces in liquid phase epitaxy
reconstruct into chalcopyrite-like chains in the [001] direction, while the (111) As surfaces do not This would promote the
formation of chalcopyrite ZnSnP. with antiphase boundaries on 4110) surfaces.

ZnSnP2 is an interesting semiconductor for the study growth temperature ranged from 5300 to 6400C. A
of chalcopyrite growth on sphalerite GaAs. The prim- hydrogen flow rate of 30 ml/min was maintained in
ay reason for studying this system is the similarity the furnace tube during homogenization and growth
between the structures of GaAs and ZnSnP2 (1). The for all experiments.
a to a mismatch of ZnSnP2 on GaAs is small which The GaAs substrates were carefully prepared by
allows for single crystal liquid phase growth. In addi- lapping and chemical-mechanical polishing both the
tion, ZnSnPs exhibits no tetragonal distortion so the front and back surfaces. After scribing and breaking
c to 2a mismatch is the same as the a to a mismatch. the substrates to the proper dimensions for the boat
Thus, ZnSnP2 grown on any substrate orientation will (0.25 x 0.25 in.), they were cleaned in boiling tri-
not incorporate any c to 2a mismatch. Since most chloroethylene, acetone, and methyl alcohol A 5:1:1
chalcopyrites exhibit some tetragonal distortion, epi- or 10:1:1 HsSO4 : HsOg: HsO chemical etch was used
taxial growth is generally restricted to (100) oriented
substrates to avoid c to 2a mismatch. /

ZnSnP, is also of interest because solution-grown
platelets exhibit both chalcopyrite and disordered
sphalerite phases apparently having the same lattice
constant (1, 2). The sphalerite phase dominates in _

platelets grown using large cooling rates (= 50"C/hr),_" _ _ _ _ _

while the chalcopyrite phase dominates for smaller _ _ _ _ _ ________Uw
cooling rates (- 5C/hr. The existence of these two /X
phases allows us to evaluate the growth conditiots
leading to chaleopyrte growth and provides insight U muu
for other chaleopyrite-on-sphalmete systems. Man

Gmwth Procedure U APUN MAT

Liquid phase epitaxial growth of ZnSnP on GaAs Fi4 . I. hggScl illsmtrmo of the LPE best used to grew
was performed in the open tube system shown sche- ZaseP onGsAs
matically in Fig. 1. The starting materials used in
this system were O.99+% pure Zn and Sn and SnPs 6s0
which was synthesized from 99.999+% pure Sn and
red P 4 jn a sealed tube process (3). The graphite boat 0

shown in Fi& 1 was designed for growth of materials
for which there is little phase diagram information.
During homogenization of the growth melt, excess
SnPs floats to the top and maintains a saturated solu-
tion as phosphorus evaporates into the gas stream. ,, o
During growth, the homogeneous solution contained
in the slider is positioned over the substrate and the
temperature of the furnace is reduced linearly. Since
little phosphorus low to the gas stream was observed
for the growth conditions used, the composition of
the melt was adjusted so that there was little or no
excess SnPs in the melt after saturaton. The equva- 0

lent melt compositions used for various growth tem- 0
peratures are shown In the partial phase diagram of
Fig. 2. In all growth runs, the amounts of Zn, Sn, and
8nPs were adjusted to give an equivalent ZnSnP3
concentration in Sn with no excess Zn or P.
The cooling rates used in these growth experiments

ranged from 1" to 5C/hr. Cooling rates greater than
5C/hr were not investigated due to the tendency of
ZnSPs to grow in the sphalerite phase at these rates. 500 .
A homogenization period of 2 hr and growth periods 0.0 10 O 3.0

of 6-18 hr were used. The homogenization or initial UIVALN % ZnSu, IN MRT

* U me ohmled Seaety Aettv Member. Fig. . Ilel gieWt t"Wmftft - . fuMcNe Of ZMSNP 2KMn wee": smanmdacter. pAm. uae tin phosphide, smiu1 csncu"10 fot n sed or gsght* 9GM O s

.1406
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prior to loadig each substrate into the boat. This l0 m
etch removed at least 10 pm of material from the
growth surface. The 10:1:1 etch used in later ex-
periments caused less rounding of the surface and pro- I~duced more uniform growth.

Layer Morphology
Initial growth experiments were performed on (100),

(110), (111), and (211} oriented Cr-doped substrates
to determine the optimum orientation for growth.
Typical layers grown on some of these orientations
are shown in Fig. 3, 4, and 5.

(100), (211) Ga, (211) As, and (111) Ga oriented
substrates produced growth which was quite rough
and unsuitable for electrical measurements. Growth
on (111) As oriented substrates had rough interfaces
but uniform surfaces with very good morphologies.
This is consistent with observations of predominant
(111) facets in solution grown platelets (1) and with
experiments in which we have observed low growth
rates in the <111> directions. Layers grown on (110)
oriented substrates revealed much smoother interfaces ron
but had surfaces with more structure and tended to be
of nonuniform thickness. Numerous growth experi-
ments were performed on (111) As oriented substrates
to reduce the amount of interfacial roughness, but
little Improvement was noted. In later experiments
perbrmed using (110) oriented substrates, we con-
cemtrted on improving the uniformity of the layers
and eliminating large growth structures. By chang- f 4 ( t (, ks craugsactml va, of
ing the final etch and adjusting the growth param-
eters, substantial improvements in the {110} oriented typial ZnSPs leurs grnms m (111) As e9Atad Ga@A The stuc-
growth were noted. t of the .m vie was enhacad uuas a Nomu"dM intet-

For (111) As oriented substrates, the best growth Woner.
was obtained using an initial growth temperature of
50"C with a cooling rate of P1C/hr The melts for loop"
these growth rum had an equivalent ZnSnPs concen-
tratlon of 1.4-1.5% with one gram of Sn used per
run. For initial growth temperatures below 5300C, no
layers could be grown, while for initial temperatures
above 000"C, the morphologies and electrical charac-
teristics of the layers degraded. The grown layers
were generally 3-15 am thick except for those grown
at high temperatures, which were up to 30 pan thick.

10P

ft. . (6, tsp) SMfaca ad (b, haita) cvs-sctisaal imas of
a tpkal ZSPs lwes erae (110) edmted GaA.

-.- Sm The conditions producing good growth on (110)
oriented substrates are more restrictive than those
for (111) As growth. For (110) oriented growth, the
optimum initial growth temperature was 5701C. The
layer quality degraded rapidly for initial growth tem-
peratures less than 500" or greater than 580"C. Themelt composition used was 1.4-1.5% ZnSnPs with one Igram of Sn used per run. Good growth was obtained

Is. (a, IaP) SwfAa Oad (b, IaM..) C€ONs-sCe.t Viws of with cooling rates between 2.5"-5"C/hr. No layers
110- ZSaPt row*. {1so (1 eeetd GaA were grown on (110) oriented substrates for cooling
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rates less than W.3"C/hr. All layers grown on (110)
oriented substrates were less than 5 sam thick.

X-Ray Diffraction M sure ents twN 30"X-ray diffraction messuremtents were made on the .-

layers gown on (111) As and (110) oriented GaAs
using a double crystal diffractometer aligned for the z
Gas 3 refecton for Cu Ka radiation. Peak widths 75"
at hall-peak intensity (FWHM) of 8.7 and 10.6 sec of £
am were reproducibly obtained with the {111) and w

Oki {110) Ga s used for growth substrates, respectively-'
some results of these measurements are shown in
MI 6, 7, and L8.

Most of the (111) As samples revealed a single
broadened GaAs peak with some slight background
reflection a seen in Fig. 6. This suggests that this epi-
taxial material lattice matches GaAs to within 2 x
10- 4A (4 x 10-4%) based on an 8-7 sec resolution.
The FWiM peak widths for these layers were 45 to
85 sec. The low intensity background reflection may e
be due to the rough interfaces of these layers or in-
terfacialstrain.ft 7. A Whiectio seo of the 333 rfction fom ZnSn

Some of the thinner (111) As layers revealed a on n 7. A111) As rented GAs ie3w with a 5C/ r cooling
secondary peak at about one tenth the intensity of .Uthe main peak separated by 4.9 min of arc as seen in
Fig. 7. These layers were 3 pm thick and were grown
using a 5C/hr cooling rate. Typically, these (1i) As
layers had smoother interfaces than those grown with
smaller cooling rates, and no broad background in- GAs
tensity was observed. The lattice constant associated 53" EPiTAXY
with the secondary peak in Fig. 7 is 5.645A which is 1W
0.1% smaller than the 5.651A lattice constant ob-
served by other workers (1, 2) on solution-grown
platelets. The FWHM widths of the main peaks were
20-30 s.e, and thoe of the secondary peaks were -j *-7S"
around 2 in. The observation of secondary peaks
from thin layers and broad background reflection
from thick layers suggests that there Is interfacial
strain in these structures.'

A typical scan of the 333 reflection from a layer
grown on (110) oriented GaAs is shown in Fig. 8.
This san shows two approximately equal intensity
peaks, which are separated by 90 sec. All layers grownI The M5 reSfection from a (111) oriented Ge analymer w as ed
in afiroke curvs esetd Thi cause$ -CSO peak spreadins
due to the diferent lattice constants of the analyzer a is

Tne teoretcal peak Wth for the M222 r = = ina=
0thiear GaAs orlent r sample as

4.7 see of ar. (o. VG. H tl Lwe ,.i._7n~ and 5. o-= t. Fig. . A typicl -ory diffrctioRn scan front ZnSnP2 frown on"Gaull n and elated Comound.. C. HuaIm. itoer. pp. {I 10) oriented GAs.
9, The Institute of Physcs London (15Y2).]

The existence of straln In thm structures Is evidefced by the
broadenins do the reveaonaysk. While strain In a l an m on {110} oriented material revealed these two peakscaktee a lattce match. 1W. J. 3ct15S and EL Vet with the epitaxial layer peak intensity scaling with
Z"siUum Atnnnldot Rel.ated Copud. CM M:lr4.p. s. Thentidtute of Physics, LCoond . U. the layer thickness. The lattice constant of the layers

calculated from these data is 5.6507A l: 3 X 10- 4A
based on a 5.6532A GaAs lattice constant (4) which

is in excellent agreement with the platelet data.
v~m 4s"Back Reflection baue Patterns

Because of the differences between the diffractionmeasurements for (111) As and (110) oriented growth,back reflection Laue photographs of the layers were
-,I 1- 75" made to determine any differences in crystal struc-

ture. Typical photographs are shown in Fig. 9. In all
F photographs, the samples were aligned so that a

<110> axis of the substrate was directed along the
incident x-ray beam. A copper source was used for
these exposures and the sample-to-film distance wasapproximately 4 cm.

- Figure 9a is a photograph of an 8 *m ZnSnPI layer
grown on {ll} As oriented GaAs whose diffractionscan was similar to that shown in Fig. 6. Exposures of
this layer contain no additional diffraction spots com-
pared with exposures of GaAs. Hence, this ZnSnPs
layer has grown with the sphalerite structure. A
gnomonic projection of the sphalerite reflections ob-

Fig. C A typical x-ray ilrce scon of the 333 reflection from served in these photographs is shown in Fig. 10a.
Zn*s rwo om {Ill )As orid GOA Figure Ob is a photograph of a 4 pm layer grown on
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Il9 seak rfloctie. Llu Obelgmpiss of Z&%Ps Ws grow on (a, lof) (111) As ouiented GaAs and (b, d00it (110} aihelod

0' oriented GaAs. The diffraction scan for this Epitaxial Orintation
P2lyris shown in Fig. 8. The Laue photo- Thmanriwicte aloyt sutrefgraph in Fig. 9b shows a number of diffraction spots Thmanriwictecacortesutuef

which are not present in the GaAs exposure. These the ZnSnP2 Layer is oriented with respect to the
additional spots are due to a higher degree of order- sphalerite structure of the GaAs substrate is also of
ing in the ZnSnP2 layer and cannot be attributed to interest. Due to the tetragonal structure of the epi-
the slightly different lattice constant of the layer. taxial layer, there are three ways in which it may
The intense additional spots which are evident in orient relative to the substrate sphalerlte structure.
this exposure are from high index chalcopyrite 167 This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 11 where
and 259 planes, which are listed in catalogs of powder three chalcopyrite conventional (cubic) unit cells are
diffraction patterns. These diffraction spots are evi- shown at three different orientations on a (110)
dent despite their small structure factor because they sphalerite surface. In this figure, the subscript "c"
meet the first-order Bragg condition for a wavelength refers to chalcopyrite axes. The different relative
of 1.542A, ie., at the high intensity Ka peak of the orientations are with the [001]c axis oriented along
Cu x-ray spectrum. These observations indicate that the [100], [010], or [001] axes of the sphalerite struc-
the (1101 oriented growth has the chalcopyrite struc- ture. Other researchers (5) involved with chalcopyrite/
tore. A gnomonic projection of the chalcopyrite re- sphalerite epitaxy have observed both unique epitaxy
flections is shown in Fig. l0b, where only one relative orientation is present and

[oi11l) [02-1]

1730 1760
110Ills0 u o

042 1630 044 1660

1960 395. l9JRO 39fl.
053 1530 253 05 1670Oie25

0641 ?0 3U 0264 008 110 U~ 0 268
1750 140 376o 17a0 46 37Io

1970 100 397 l91J 18 o 391J

2590
258 244"o 25ft 24[00

10,1] 166 133 377 [021] lSIl 136 371d

ftIt10 Geeic proeoctiens of tie (a) spielerlte reflections of Fig. 9(s) and Mi chuklopyrite reflections of Fig. 9(b). Larger circles
represent lerger refloted intensity.
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l [the chalopyrite phase with antiphase boundaries, and
0. 7 (oocould explain the somewhat degraded electrical prop-

erties of our chalcopyrite layers in comparison to the
sphalerite layers. If this is the case then growing on

E100 tomisoriented substrates could increase the lateral
growth velocity and inhibit antiphase boundary for-
mation. Another possibility is that misoriented sub-I strates may produce a surface which reconstructs to
give longer range chalcopyrite-like regions which are

(013. .... free of antiphase boundaries.
Although Harrison (7) considered the reconstruc-

tion of polar surfaces such as GaAs, he did not sepa-
rate the metallic or nonmetallic sublattices into fur-

(11 ther sublattices of dissimilar sites since such con-
siderations were secondary to the scope of his work.

Fig. 11. Scbmetic il~lst rotie of the relative wientutio d tle Considering the experimental results discussed in this
chalcoyrit convntio,,al unit cellls on a (110) spboIerits suface. paper, a study of such reconstruction may be war-ranted.

mixed epitaxy where more than one relative orienta- Conclusions
twon is present. We have developed a procedure for growing ZnSnP2

Because ZnSnP2 exhibits no tetragonal distortion, layers on GaAs in an open tube liquid phase epitaxial
the uniqueness of the epitaxy cannot be determined system. After a preliminary study of ZnSnP 2 growth
from the diffraction scans of the 333/336c reflections. on various GaAs substrate orientations, the growth
The chalcopyrite Laue spots, however, indicate that procedures were refined for growth on {111) As and
the epitaxy is mixed with the [001]c axis out of the (110) oriented substrates. ZnSnPs grown on (111) As
growth surface. oriented substrates with cooling rates smaller than

5"C/hr was sphalerte and lattice matched GaAs.
Hall and Resistivity Measurements ZnSnPs grown on (110) oriented substrates with cool-

Van Der Pauw resistivity and Hall measurements ing rates between 2.5"-5"C/hr was mixed orientation
were made on the (111) As and (110) layers. All layers chalcopyrite with a lattice constant of 5.6507A, in
measured were found to be p-type. Layers grown on agreement with data on solution-grown platelets. AlU
{1l} As oriented substrates have carrier concentra- layers grown were p-type with carrier concentrations
tions of I X 10's-1 X 1021 cm-S and calculated mo- of I X 101s-1 X 1021 cm-3 and mobilities of 10-70
bilities of 10-70 cm2/Vsec. The resistivity of these cm/Vsec. Antiphase boundaries, which are present
layers ranged from 2.5 x 10-4-1.2 x 10-1 acm. Layers in such mixed orientation epitaxy, may be responsible
grown on {10) oriented substrates have carrier con- for the inferior electrical characteristics of the chal-
centrations of 3 x 10 1#-5 x 1019 cm-a with calculated copyrite layers.
mobilities of 15-40 cm'/Vsec and resistivities of
4 X 10-3-2 X 10-2 acm. No strong correlations were Acknowledgments
observed between these data and the growth con- This research was sponsored by the Air Force Office
ditions of the layers. of Scientific Research, Air Force Systems Command,
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Using back reflection Laue measurements we have examined the substrate orientation dependence of antiphase domain boundaries
for ZnSnP2 (c - 2a) grown on GaAs by liquid phase epitaxy. These results together with those of other workers indicate that (2111
substrates are best for the growth of chalcopyrite layers with c - 2a, while (100) substrates are best for those chaicopyrites with
c < 2a. The suppression of antiphase domain boundaries can be related to improved electrical properties for the chalcopyrite layers.
In general, crystal orientations with large c-axis components parallel to the growth plane tend to be suppressed. This suggests that
differences in lateral growth rate from nuclei with different orientations, rather than site preference. is a dominant factor in the
suppression of antiphase domain boundaries.

1. Introduction direction for the c-axis, and antiphase domain
boundaries are produced between regions with

The II-IV-V 2 chalcopyrites have a number of different c-axis orientations. Through their strains
interesting properties [1] with potential device ap- and contribution to scattering these antiphase do-
plications. In particular, the development of tech- main boundaries are expected to degrade the
niques by which these materials can be epitaxially transport properties and stability of the material.
grown on III-V sphalerite or IV diamond sub- and to present problems in device fabrication.
strates can result in heterojunctions which com- The problem of antiphase domain boundary
bine nonlinear optical properties with light emis- formation has received some attention in the re-
sion, detection, or signal processing capabilities, cent literature. Kroemer et al. [2] have examined
One of the problems in achieving these heterojunc- the conditions under which it should be possible to

tions, however, is that the chalcopyrite crystal achieve sphalerite-on-diamond epitaxy without an-
structure is tetragonal, whereas the sphalerite and tiphase domain boundary formation. Considering
diamond structures are cubic. the results of Harrison et al. [3], they point out

The chalcopyrite structure (space group 142d) is that there are good reasons to expect substrate
tetragonal because the II and IV cation sites are orientation to be important in the suppression of
non-equivalent, while the corresponding sites in antiphase domain boundaries. For example, the
the cubic sphalerite and diamond structures are (110) diamond surfaces could coherently recon-
equivalent. Because of the lower symmetry of the struct in such a way as to produce cation-like and
tetragonal structure, many of the chalcopyrites anion-like sites.
exhibit a shortened c-axis (c/a < 2 for the tetrago- Wright et al. [4] found that antiphase domain
nal superlattice) while others do not. Conse- boundaries are suppressed when sphalerite GaP is
quently, in chalcopyrite-on-sphalerite or chal- grown on a (211} surface of Si. They explain this
copyrite-on-diamond epitaxy, there is no unique result by demonstrating that the (211) diamond

surface can consist of microscopic steps which
Current address: Vanan Associates. 611 Hansen Way. Palo exhibit cation-like and anion-like sites without re-
Alto. Calfornia 94303. USA. construction. These results are also directly appli-

0022-0248/84/$03.00 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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cable to the reduction of antiphase domain work. The details of the system have been previ-
boundaries associated with cation-anion site inter- ously discussed [6). The growth solutions were
change in chalcopyrite-on-diamond epitaxy. They composed of Zn, Sn and SnP3 synthesized in a
are not applicable, however, to the suppression of sealed tube process with a 1.20% equivalent ZnSnP,
antiphase domain boundaries associated with ca- concentration in Sn. This provided slightly super-
tion-cation site interchange which produces re- saturated solutions at the homogenization and ini-
gions with different c-axis orientations. tial growth temperature of 570.0 ± 1.00C. and

Andrews et al. [51 have examined antiphase maintained melt saturation during a 2 h homo-
domain formation for ZnSiAs 2 epitaxially grown genization period. Growth was initiated by sliding
on {100} and {111) surfaces of GaAs and Ge. In the solution over the substrate and cooling the
this work they were able to determine growth system linearly at 3.5 to 4.5*C/h for 5 to 16 h.
conditions under which the chalcopyrite c-axis grew These conditions produced optimum quality
uniquely normal to the (1001 surfaces. Thus, anti- growth for all orientations examined.
phase domain boundaries were suppressed for this The GaAs substrate surfaces were prepared as
orientation. For nominal (111) substrates, how- follows: Each as-received wafer was lapped and
ever, their results indicated that, of the three possi- chemical-mechanically polished using a 1% Br-
ble c-axis orientations, the preferred orientation CH 30H solution until both surfaces were uniform
was the c-axis closest to the surface normal. and free of gross damage. Such damage was usu-

Since ZnSiAs 2 is one of the II-IV-V 2 chal- ally evident after a 20 s etch in the Br-CH 3OH
copyrites which exhibits a foreshortened c-axis, the solution. After scribing and breaking each wafer

N question arises as to whether it is foreshortening or into substrates of the proper dimensions for the
the tetragonal atomic arrangement which produces LPE boat, the substrates were cleaned in boiling
the unique c-axis orientation on (1001 substrates. trichloroethylene, acetone and methyl alcohol.
As Andrews et al. [51 point out, to answer this Each substrate was etched for 2 min in a 10 : 1 "1
question it is necessary to investigate antiphase H 2SO 4 : H20 2 : H 20 solution, 10 min after initial
domain formation in a chalcopyrite material with mixing, and rinsed thoroughly in deionized H20
c/a = 2 such as ZnSnP2. just prior to loading the furnace.

In the present paper we examine antiphase do- The misoriented (1101 substrates were pre-
mains in ZnSnP grown on (100), (110), misori- pared individually after scribing and breaking the
ented {110}, (111), and (211) surfaces of GaAs. wafers into the proper sized pieces. Each (1101
This heterojunction system is well suited for such a substrate was mounted on a 20 angle lapping
study for the following reasons: (1) The GaAs block and lapped and polished as above. The
substrate should suppress antiphase domain substrate was then remounted face down on a 0'
boundaries associated with cation-anion inter- lapping block and the lapping and polishing pro-
change, leaving only those associated with non- cedure was repeated. The resultant substrates had
equivalent cations. (2) As indicated above, there is parallel polished faces at an angle of 2.0 ± 0.20
no foreshortening in ZnSnP (c = 2a) so that dif- from the initial (110) surfaces. These substrates
ferent substrate orientations can be examined with were subsequently cleaned and etched as indicated
relative ease. (3) The small lattice mismatch of above.
0.44% between ZnSn? 2 (5.6507 A) and GaAs The (110) substrates were misoriented in two
(5.6532 A) [61 minimizes lattice strain and makes orthogonal directions: towards a perpendicular
epitaxial growth easier. (110> and towards a perpendicular (001) direc-

tion. The direction of misorientation was de-
termined from the perpendicular cleavage planes

2. Growth procedure of the wafers: those misoriented towards a per-
pendicular cleavage plane are misoriented towards

An open tube liquid phase epitaxial system was a perpendicular (110) direction; those misoriented
used for the growth of ZnSnP2 on GaAs in this along a perpendicular cleavage plane are misori-
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ented towards a perpendicular (001) direction. [61. This ZnSnP2 layer and other (110) layers
For brevity these surfaces will be denoted grown later had smooth interfaces, surfaces with
(110)/(110) and {110)/(001), respectively, some structure, and tended to be somewhat non-

uniform in thickness.
Typical morphology for (1111 layers is shown

3. Layer morpholoy in fig. 4 of ref. 161. This layer and subsequent
{ 111 ) layers had very rough interfaces and smooth

Surface and cross-sectional views of a typical surfaces. Back reflection Laue photographs dem-
ZnSnP2 layer grown on a (100) GaAs substrate onstrated that these layers were sphalerite [6].
are shown in fig. 3 of ref. [6]. This layer and However, we found, subsequently, from electron
subsequent (100) layers had smooth interfaces but microprobe analysis that all of our (111) layers
rough surfaces containing pits which often ex- were (GaP) 2,(ZnSnP 2) -, alloys, with the Ga sup-
tended to the substrate. Although we tried many plied by dissolution of the substrate. Although
times, we were not able to improve the (100) these are interesting results, they are beyond the
morphology, scope of the present work.

A typical (110) layer is shown in fig. 5 of ref. Surface and cross-sectional views of typical3

Fig. 1. Surface and cross-sectional views of ZnSnP2 grown on Fig. 2. Surface and cross-sectional views of ZnSnP2 grown on
GaAs misoriented 2* off the (110) towards a perpendicular GaAs mnsonented 20 off the (110) towards a perpendicular
(100). (110).

-NI
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20,0Am

[-" 11 - L-4.

Fig 3 Surface and cross- sectional views of ZnSnP, grown on Fig. 4. Surface and cross-sectional views of ZnSnP, on (211 )Ga

211 A, GaA,. GaAs.

misoriented {110} 001) ZnSnP. are shown in oriented GaAs are shown in figs. 3 and 4. respec-
fig. 1. These lavers are 5 to 7 pm thick for 16 h tivelv. Growth on the (211}As orientation is 20 to

growth times with smooth interfaces and mod- 25 pm thick for a 16 h growth time with smooth

eratelv smooth surfaces exhibiting some structure. interfaces and fairly smooth surfaces containing
This morphology is quite similar to that achieved some structure. The (211}Ga growth is also 20 to
k ith 110 growth except for somewhat more 25 pm thick for a 16 h growth time with smooth

surface structure. interfaces and surfaces exhibiting minimal struc-
Growth on I1 1,} 110) surfaces showed ture. It is interesting to note that the cross-sec-

marked improvement over growth on Il 01 and tional view of fig. 4 does not show the rippling
: I110: 001 . surfaces. A tyvpical I l} <(I 10) observed in the other cross-sectional view suggest-
ZnSnP. laer is shown in fig. 2. These lavers are 20 ing this growth has improved crvstallinity. While
to 25 pm thick for 16 h growth times with smooth (211 }Ga growth is the most sensitive to changes in

interfaces and surfaces, the growth conditions, it can be reproducibly oh-

ZnSnP. !Jers grown on 211 A-s and 211 ,Ga tained.

[/,64-
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4. Structural measurements [02

To examine the structure of the epitaxial ZnSnP 2
and determine the relative orientations of the te-
tragonal axis of the chalcopyrite layer with respect
to the cubic axes of the sphalerite substrate, back
reflection Laue photographs were taken. A de-
termination of the tetragonal axis orientation rela-
tive to the cubic axes is fundamental to this work
since the existence of only one relative orientation
is a necessary (but not sufficient) condition for the
elimination of antiphase boundaries. The tech-
nique used was adapted from our previous ob-
servations of allowed reflections from the chal- •.
copyrite structure for (110) growth [6]. [100"

The experimental arrangement for the photo-
graphs is illustrated schematically in fig. 5. In all
Laue photographs the ZnSnP2-GaAs heterostruc-
tures were oriented so that the Cu X-rays were
incident along one of the (110) directions of the
sphalerite substrate. If the sample is oriented so
that this corresponds to the [021] chalcopyrite
direction, then four additional diffracted spots -
the 259, 167, 259, and 167 diffractions - will be Fig. 6. Laue photograph of ZnSnP2 grown on nominal (110)

GaAs with primary X-ray beam along surface normal..X (021) (4247)

evident in the photographs. It can be seen from
59 fig. 5 that a tetragonal axis in the [0011 direction
• Te7 will produce these four additional spots on one

-67 side of the photograph. If the chalcopyrite layer is
2S /  oriented with its tetragonal axis along the [010]

axis of fig. 5, then the reflections would be ob-
16.82* served on the other side of the photograph. Thus,

oo1] with one such Laue photograph we observe whether
two of the three possible tetragonal axis orienta-
tions (c-axes) are present in the ZnSnP2 layer. The

(oo] third possible relative orientation of the c-axis can
be observed by using a different (110) direction
for the primary X-ray beam. For the case shown in
fig. 5, one could observe chalcopyrite growth with
the c-axis in the [100] direction by taking Laue
photographs using primary X-rays in the [110] or

(1 s7) [101] directions.
With this procedure back reflection Laue pat-

terns were recorded for a large number of ZnSnP,

[loo] layers grown on (100), (110), {110)/(110),
{110)/(001>, and (211) GaAs substrates. (As

Fig. 5. Schematic of allowed chalcopyrite reflections, indicated above, the (111) layers were not

''
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[02 [02

"[100 [100]

Fig. 7. Laue photograph of ZnSnP grown on (110)/<11O) Fig. 8. Laue photograph of ZnSnP2 grown on (112) GaAs with
GaAs with primary X-ray beam in 1] 10) direction 2' off the primary X-ray beam in f101 direction.
surface normal.

ZnSnP2.) Fig. 6 is a typical photograph for the orientation is present in the epitaxial layer. The
(110) growth and it reveals eight uniform chal- absence of other orientations was confirmed by
copyrite spots. This photograph was taken with photographs with the primary beam in the other
the primary X-ray beam along the surface normal (110) directions. (In one direction only sphalerite
and indicates that (110) growth contains equal spots are observed.)
amounts of two c-axis orientations.

Fig. 7 is a photograph of a ZnSnP2 layer grown [0013

on {110)/<110) GaAs. The direction of the [ 0013C

primary beam in this case was the [110] axis 20
-.-' from the surface normal. This photograph con-

-" tains four high intensity chalcopyrite spots associ-
ated with one c-axis orientation as well as four low
intensity chalcopyrite spots (opposite the former 1001

spots) associated with a less abundant second c-axis
orientation. OO1]c [oio'

% A typical Laue pattern for layers grown on
~ (211) substrates is shown in fig. 8. For a surface

normal of [112] the primary X-ray beam was in the [oo)
[101] direction. This photograph shows the four Fig. 9. Schematic illustration of the relative orentatons of

asymmetric spots observed when only one c-axis ZnSnP grown on (100) GaAs.

a-,. ,p

k,-

, a ,a- %

0'2,V
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E 0 1 Eo o1 3 C o o l]3
I [oo13cE01133

coooll

[1OO E1O03

CEc 103E1003

Fig. 10. Schematic illustration of the observed relative orienta-
tions of ZnSnP2 grown on (110) GaAs. Fig. 12. Schematic illustration of the relative onentation of

ZnSnP2 grown on (211) GaAs.

The results of these Laue measurements for all taxial layers contained equal amounts of material
of the ZnSnP2 layers are summarized schematically with tetragonal axes in the 11001 and [0101 direc-
in figs. 9 to 12. In these figures the shaded planes tions but none in the 10011 direction.
indicate the growth surfaces and the arrows along There was no detectable difference between the
the axes of the cubic unit cell indicate the relative Laue photographs for (110)/(001) growth and
abundance of the three possible chalcopyrite c-axis that shown in fig. 6 for (110) growth. Photographs
orientations. The arrows are denoted [0011, to of (110)/(110) growth, however, revealed a sig-
indicate the chalcopyrite tetragonal axis. The nificant increase in the abundance of material with
lengths of the arrows illustrate the relative abun- the c-axis in the 10101 direction and a decrease in
dance of each orientation. the amount with the c-axis in the [1001 direction.

As indicated in fig. 9, all three possible c-axis This is shown in fig. 11. In some layers grown on
orientations are observed in (100) growth with the the {110)/(110) surfaces, the smaller relative c-
c-axis normal to the surface most abundant. axis orientation was not observed. Variations in

Fig. 10 shows the relative c-axis orientations the relative abundance of the two c-axis orienta-
observed in (110) growth. In this case the epi- tions may be due to unintentional misorientation

of the substrates during preparation.
The {211 ) As and (211 ) Ga growth revealed the

C'ool] best results in that only one c-axis orientation was

observed. This is illustrated in fig. 12 which shows
the observed relative orientation of the tetragonal
axis along the [0011 direction for a (112) surface.
This habit was observed in all (211) growth, re-

Coo l] gardless of morphology.

E001,] Co10] . Conpo Isii analysis

To determine the composition of the epitaxial
[lO0] layers, electron microprobe analysis was per-

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the relative orientations of formed for each substrate orientation. With the
Znsnp2 grown on (110) Ga, s misriented 20 towards a per- exception of the (111) layers, all were stoichiomet-
powdicular <I10). tic ZnSnP within the accuracy of the analysis

acuayaayi
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which was about 1%. The analysis indicated a indicate that antiphase domains with the largest
slight tendency to incorporate Ga from the GaAs c-axis components in the growth plane tend to be
substrate into the layers near the interface with the suppressed. The misoriented (110) experiments
Ga level being less than I mol%. No As was found demonstrate this rather convincingly. From fig. 10
in any of these layers. it can be seen that tilting a (110) surface towards

the perpendicular [001] direction does not change
the relative components of [100] and [010] c-axis

6. Electrical measuements orientations in the growth plane. while from fig. 11
tilting a (110) towards the perpendicular 1110]

Most of the ZnSnP2 layers were grown on does.
semi-insulating GaAs substrates to facilitate elec- Although we do not understand the reasons for
trical characterization. Van der Pauw measure- the orientation dependence of antiphase domain
ments were then performed on the various orienta- boundary suppression. it appears to be more than
tions, except for the (100) samples which had site preference. Slight surface misorientations do
poor morphology, and the carrier concentrations not affect the results, so surface reconstruction is
and mobilities were calculated with a simple one- probably not a factor. Also, considering the results
band model. for (211) substrates, there is no obvious reason

The layers grown on (110) and (110)/(001) why this orientation would distinguish between
substrates, which were composed of material with cation sites in a manner which would minic the
two c-axis orientations of roughly equal abun- chaicopyrite structure. Although there may be some
dance, had hole concentrations of 3 to 5 X 10'9 energetically favorable site preference. it seems
cm - 3 and mobilities of 15 to 40 cm 2/V s. The more likely that, somehow, the high lateral growth
layers grown on (110)/(110) substrates, with one velocity suppresses the formation of antiphase do-
of the two c-axis orientations suppressed, and those mains.
grown on (211) substrates, with only one c-axis,
had hole concentrations of 2 to 5 x loll cm - 3 and
mobilities of 20 to 45 cm 2/V s. Thus, the suppres- Ad
sion of antiphase domain boundaries apparently We would like to thank Professor D.L. Rode
yields improved electrical transport properties. for several useful discussions and K.A. Salzman

for his assistance in this work.
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4. CHALCOPYRITE-SPHALERITE HETEROEPITAXIAL GROWTH

G.A. DAVISI Semiconductor Research Laboratory, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63130

ABSTRACT

Misordering defects which occur in the growth of chalcopyrite/sphalerite
systems have been investigated through the LPE growth of ZnSnP2 on GaAs.
X-ray diffraction measurements reveal the presence of misordering defects
associated with multiple tetragonal orientations in the epitaxy. Growth on
{211} oriented substrates reveals the lowest concentrations of orientation-
related defects while growth on vicinal {ii0 } oriented substrates indicates
the strongest cation site differentiation required to produce long-range
ordering. The use of critically misoriented {i0} substrates is proposed
for the growth of highly ordered chalcopyrite layers on sphalerite substrates.

INTRODUCTION

The chalcopyrite-phase semiconducting compounds have generated much
interest in the past for application of their unique optical and electronic
transport properties (1]. Much of this interest has moderated recently in
light of the substantial difficulties encountered in the growth of large
high-quality crystals suitable for device processing: solution-grown and
vapor-grown platelets, from which most of the data concerning the chalco-
pyrites has been determined, contain significant impurity concentrations
in addition to being inconsistent with current planar processing techniques.
Epitaxial growth of the chalcopyrites on their sphalerite analogs has re-
sulted in layers containing large concentrations of defects which severely
degrade the properties of these materials. Pending the development of
procedures capable of producing low defect concentration epitaxial layers,
these materials will remain technologically insignificant. The objective
of this work is to study the nature of chalcopyrite/sphalerite epitaxy inp order to develop growth conditions which suppress defect formation.

DEFECT CONSIDERATIONS

Defects are formed in the growth of mixed epitaxial systems when the
substrate exhibits a lower degree of ordering than that exhibited by the
epitaxial material. As a consequence, the substrate can not ensure proper
long-range ordering of the epitaxial constituents and misordering defects
result.

This type of defect was initially discussed by Holt (2] for the
sphalerite/diamond-structure system. In this system the defects are in
the form of boundaries across which there exists a cation/anion site
interchange (incoherence) and are called antiphase domain boundaries (ADBs).
The nature and suppression of ADBs have been extensively studied in the
GaP/Si, GaAs/Ge and GaAs/Si systems f3-6] for applications to sphalerite/
diamond-structure device integration. ADB suppression has been pursued
through the use of diamond-structure substrates which promote cation/anion
site differentiation consistent with the sphalerite structure. Such site
differentiation may be encouraged through reconstruction of the substrate

surface [3,71 into dissimilar cation-like and anion-like sites or through
dissimilar bond coordination of the sites [4]. This latter method has
resulted in MEE GaP free of ADBs for growth on { 211 } oriented Si substrates.
Single domain OMVPE GaAs grown on { 100 } oriented Si substrates demonstratesI
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the additional facility of highly constraining growth conditions in elim-
inating ADBs. Sphalerite-phase ordering is not supported by reconstruction
or bond coordination for the {100} orientation and there are additional
complications associated with charge accumulation and dipole formation at
such a polar interface (8]. It is noted that these electrostatic complica-
tions may be relieved through exchange of anions and cations across the
heterointerface.

The situation one encounters in chalcopyrite/sphalerite growth is
somewhat more complicated due to the number of constituents involved anj
the complexity of the cation sublattices. Presumably there will be no
defects generated from cation/anion ambiguity since the well ordered anion
sublattice of the substrate is consistent with that of the epitaxial mater-
ial. Hence we will only be concerned with defects arising from misordering
of the cation sublattices. We may distinguish between two types of defects
in this system; (1) antiphase domain boundaries being those defects caused
by a simple translation of the epitaxial structure which results in cation
incoherence, and (2) orientation domain boundaries (ODBs) being those
defects at the boundaries between regions having different tetragonal
orientations. These are illustrated in Figure 1 for hypothetical growth
on {100} oriented sphalerite substrates. ODBs are easily inferred from

-- .. ................. o Z - [$ -: ..... • I
o~--- ... .. ..

o V

o Inconsistent

(a) (b)

Figure 1 (a) Antiphase domain boundary and (b) Orientation domain boundary
for hypothetical {100} orientation growth. The conventional cell
has been shifted in the right side of (a) for clarity.

simple diffraction measurements and their existence indicates ambiguous
or inconsistent cation ordering at the heterointerface. Since different
tetragonal orientations present different atomic structures at the hetero-
interface, the predominance of one tetragonal orientation indicates
preferential cation coordination which is at least short-ranged. The
approach to eliminating these defects is identical to that used to eliminate
ADBs in the sphalerite/diamond-structure systems: by ensuring proper
cation site differentiation at the heterointerface both ADBs and ODBs will
be eliminated. The problems encountered are also identical and one must be
cautious to select non-polar (with respect to the cations) surfaces for
growth or ensure adequate redistribution at the heterointerface to alleviate
charge accumulation and dipole formation. It is noted that the bond coordi-
nation approach can not be utilized in this system (for planar growth
surfaces) since all substrate cations are identically coordinated.

uLM I
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EXPERIMENTAL

The LPE growth and X-ray diffraction characterization of ZnsnP2 on
GaAs [9,101 was used for these defect suppression studies. ZnSnP2 is of
only minor interest for device applications due to the small cation
electronegativity difference and consequent weak anisotropy it exhibits.
It is of primary interest to this study, however, due to this lack of
cation distinction and proclivity to disorder.

The LPE growth procedure was implemented in an open tube system util-
izing a standard horizontal sliding boat. The growth solutions were
comprised of Sn, Zn, and SnP3 with an equivalent composition of 1.20%
ZnSnP2 in Sn providing a saturated solution at the 5700C initial growth
temperature. Cooling rates of 3.5-4.5C/hr for 5-16 hrs produced epitaxial
layers 4-30m thick depending upon substrate orientation. The growth
process was self-limiting for those orientations yielding thin layers,
notably the {1001, {110}, and {111} orientations, due to spontaneous
nucleation in the melt. {100}, (110), misoriented (110), {111}, and (2111
substrate orientations were used in this study. Photomicrographs of a
superior epitaxial layer are shown in Figure 2.

50 pm

(a) (b)
Figure 2 (a) Surface and (b) Dilineated cross-sectional views of a

ZnSnP2 layer grown on a misoriented (1101 GaAs substrate.

Back-reflection Laue photographs were used to determine the relative
abundance of the three possible tetragonal orientations and hence the
existence of ODBs. In these photographs the samples were oriented such
that the 0.5mm Cu-target primary X-ray beam was directed along a <110>
direction with a sample-to-film distance of 4cm (35% of the long dimension
of the photographs). Epitaxial material having a <021> direction along
the primary beam produces four asymmetric reflections in addition to the
sphalerite reflections. These reflections, the 259, 259, 167, and 167,
are easily observed despite their small structure factors since they meet
the first order Bragg condition for the Kg peak of the Cu X-ray spectrum.
A typical photograph revealing one relative orientation of the tetragonal
axis is shown in Figure 3. Through photographing two orthogonal <110>
directions, the relative abundance of the three possible tetragonal

orientations may be determined.

E;
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Figure 3 Laue photograph of ZnSnP2 grown on a misoriented {ii0} GaAs
su.strate. The four asymmetric high-intensity refractions,
allowed for the chalcopyrite structure, indicate a single
tetragonal orientation having the [021] direction normal
to the surface.

DISCUSSION

The observed abundance of the tetragonal orientations is illustrated
in Figure 4 for growth on {100}, {211}, {110}, and misoriented {110} sub-
strates. In this figure the shaded planes indicate the substrate surfaces
and the arrows along the conventional axes of the substrate lattice indi-
cate the relative abundance of material with the tetragonal axis oriented
along the indicated direction. Epitaxial layers grown on {111} oriented
substrates are sphalerite-phase alloys of ZnSnP2 and GaP attributed to
an instability of this orientation under the growth conditions. The {100}
orientation growth exhibits all possible tetragonal orientations with the
surface normal orientation being slightly more abundant, as illustrated in
Figure 4 (a). This growth habit suggests that cation site differentiation
is sufficiently weak so that no tetragonal orientation dominates and hence
no long-range ordering is supported. In terms of suppressing ODBs, the use
of {211} oriented substrates yields the best results with epitaxial layers
consistently exhibiting only one tetragonal orientation, as illustrated in
Figure 4 (b). While this growth habit indicates preferential localized
cation coordination, it is not clear whether ordered cation distinction
extends across the substrate surface as is necessary to eliminate ADBs and
produce single domain growth. Layers grown on {110} oriented substrates
reveal only two of the tetragonal orientations, with a complete absence of
material oriented with its tetragonal axis in the surface plane, as illus-
trated in Figure 4 (c). The equal abundance of the two out-of-surface
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Figure 4 Observed abundance of tetragonal orientations of (a) {100},
(b) {112}, (c) {110}, and (d) misoriented {ii0} substrates.
The shaded planes indicate the substrate surfaces.

orientations is observed in all Lau* photographs and suggests that the
single crystalline grains are significantly smaller than the area of the
primary X-ray beam. The prohibitively large strain and electrostatic
energies associated with such a large concentration of ODBs (>>2xl0 3cm2 )
suggest that the cation site differentiation of this orientation is sub-
stantial. Subsequent experiments utilizing substrates misoriented 20 off
of a {110} towards a perpendicular <110> reveal a reduction of one of the
two tetragonal orientations observed in nominal {110} growth, as illustrated
in Figure 4 (d). In these layers the in-surface orientation is not observed.
Also, some Laue photographs reveal only one tetragonal orientation, indi-
cating an increase in the grain size. Through the use of substrates criti-
cally misoriented in this manner, it may be possible to induce long-range
chalcopyrite-phase ordering.

One possible explanation of the {110} orientation results is the ex-
istence of a marked preference for one cation species to occupy all
available cation sites at the heterointerface. Such a site preference is
somewhat compatible with the two out-of-surface orientations which contain
alternating large II-V and IV-V regions, and incompatible with the in-
surface orientation which contains alternating cations at the surface. One
would anticipate such a preference of one species over another based on the
different bond strengths of these cations at the heterointerface. This
behavior is apparently observed in the ordering of AlxGal-xAs into a mono-
layer superlattice structure when grown on {ii0} oriented substrates [111,

1 M
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wherein the cation electronegativity difference is extremely small. Such
a planar cation preference would produce defect-free growth on (0211 ori-
ented substrates as illustrated in Figure 5. The corresponding {011} chal-
copyrite orientation exhibits alternating II-V and IV-V layers not exhibited
by the other corresponding orientations. As with {100} sphalerite/diamond-
structure growth, this configuration is electrostatically prohibitive unless
there is an exchange of constituents across the heterointerface.

I

[ 010)
olll Cool]

Figure 5 (011) Oriented chalcopyrite structure on (021) oriented
sphalerite substrate illustrating the layered nature of
this orientation. The conventional cells of the substrate
and epitaxy are denoted by fine dashed lines.

Finally, it is interesting to note the correlation between the degree
of disordering and the self-limiting thichnesses of the epitaxial layers.
Those orientations which reveal a high degree of disordering, the (100},
{110}, and (1111, are typically on the order of 5m thick while those which
reveal a low degree of disordering, the (2111 and misoriented {110} are
significantly thicker, being on the order of 30m thick. This behavior
indicates a misordering-related impediment to the continued growth at the
sample surface due, for instance, to electrostatic contributions which I
prohibit the incorporation of cations in the regions of misorientation
defects.

CONCLUSIONS

The suppression of misordering defects has been studied through the
LPE growth of ZnSnP2 on GaAs. While growth on the {211} orientations
exhibits the lowest concentration of ODBs, the use of vicinal (1101 sub-
strates appears to be the most promising for the elimination of both ADBs
and ODBs due to their strong cation differentiation. In particular, the
use of (0211 oriented substrates may promote long-range ordering based on
the results of vicinal {1101 growth experiments. A further investigation
on the concentration and form of misordering defects through the use of
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imaging diffraction techniques would clearly be useful to complete
this study. The application of constraining growth conditions, avail-
able in growth procedures other than LPE, may be of additional utility.
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Alutrat-The mixing enthalpy of ternary tetrahedral semiconductor alloys is fairly well described by
regular solution theory, with a thermodynamic interaction parameter that is sensitive to the lattice spacing
of the binary constituents. We derive an estimate of the interaction parameter from a model which ascribes
the mixing enthapy to bond distortions associated with the alloy formation, and relates these to the
macroscopic elastic properties of the crystal. Numerical estimates are given for the 18 alloys with cations
Al, Ga, In and anions P, As. Sb and are compared with experimental values and alternative models. To
within a single adjustable parameter, the predictions agree with experiment and are consistent with those
of the delta lattice parameter (DLP) model. A further calculation of the elastic energy associated with
composition fluctuations (clustering) in these alloys indicates that this energy is sufficient to suppress
clustering above the critical mixing temperature.

I. INTRODUCTION the solution. In terms of a picture of pairwise inter-

The calculation of phase diagrams and of other action energies, the interaction parameter is
thermodynamic properties of tetrahedral ternary
III-V semiconductor alloys of the form A.B 1 - C (or Q = 6N0e (2)
ACD,- ) using regular solution theory has proved to
be a useful and reasonably accurate approximation. where 6N0 is the number of interacting pairs on the
Several of the ternary alloys with cations Al, Ga, In fcc sublattice and
and anions P, As, Sb have important present or
potential applications in electronic technology. These f = 2eA - E - EBB (3)

eighteen alloys are mixtures of binary compounds
with, in general, different lattice parameters. The is the excess of the AA and BB bond energies between
lattice parameters of the binary compounds are like ions over the AB bond energy of unlike ions. In
different when the AC and BC bond lengths are the ternary alloys under discussion these second
different, and the lattice parameter of the alloy then nearest neighbor interactions are thought to be rather
differs from both. The lattice parameters of all the small, consistent with the small experimental values
ternary alloys that can be formed from the ions listed of the interaction parameter.

except those involving the cation pair Al, Ga are Stringfellow, using the covalent bonding ideas of
sensitive to composition. One then may take the view Phillips and Van Vechten[l], has introduced the delta
that the bonds are distorted or rearranged in forming lattice parameter model[21 which provides values of
the alloy. The energy associated with the bond dis- the interaction parameter of all the alloys in terms of
tortion can be estimated from the macroscopic elastic a single adjustable parameter. The agreement be-
properties of the crystals. We discuss the contribution tween the DLP theory and experiment is remarkably
of this energy to the enthalpy of mixing and its effect good for a theory with a single adjustable parameter.
on clustering and spinodal decomposition. We sug- The model takes a less specific approach than the
gest that it is a major or dominant factor in both identification of eqns (2) and (3) of the interaction
phenomena. parameter with the sum of binary bond energies, and

assumes that the energy is a more global property of

2. MIXING ENTHALPY the semiconductor that depends only on the lattice

In regular solution theory the molar enthalpy of parameter of the crystal. The idea is that the bonding

mixing of a binary solution is given by energy is proportional to the band gap which, in turn.
is proportional to a power of the lattice parameter.

AH, = x(I - x)2 (I) This is similar to but distinct from Van Vechtens
proposal (31 that Q2 is produced by the reduction of the

where Q is the interaction parameter and where x and band gaps due to the disorder associated with

I- x are the fractions of the components making up alloying. The DLP model leads to an approximate~value for £2 of

tSupported by the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific

Research Grant No. AFOSR-82-0231. Q, = (35/8) KA 2dJ- 4
1 (4)

685
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where 4 a -b. J = /2(a + b), with a and b the (5) this becomes
lattice parameters of AC and BC respectively. The I
quantity K is obtained by a least squares fit to the - -7
experimental data and is equal to 1.15 x 1O'cal/mole (Hdx(ix)I,\d (7)
A'. The excellent fit to the experimental data de-
pends largely on the A2 dependence of 0. with the same A' dependence as the DLP model.

We wish to show here that if part or all of 0 is Since we are viewing the effect as an elastic dis-
interpreted as being associated with strain or lattice tortion. we can obtain a crude numerical estimate for
parameter mismatch, then it is readily shown that this A from the macroscopic elastic properties of the
contribution exhibits the same A2 dependence. crystal. At one extreme one can assume a strict virtual

It is observed that the average lattice spacing of the crystal model of the alloy, which would identify the
alloys closely follows Vegard's law bond distortion energy with that of on isotropic

compression or dilatation. At x - 1/2, the prncipal
d = xa + (I -x)b. (5) strains are given by 1/2A and the elastic energy per

unit volume is
Since the difference between the lattice parameters a
and b of the binary compounds corresponds to the W -/2B 3 A(8)
different AC and BC bond lengths, the bonds must be (28
distorted or rearranged to form the alloy. If a and b
do not differ too widely, the energy of the rearranged yieling

configuration must be of second order in a - do and 9
b-d. Thus the contribution to the enthalpy of 2. 2)V(9)formation of the alloy isI where B is the bulk modulus and V is the molar

S ( I- a ,? +( I .- ,b?), (6) volumeof the alloy withx -I/2. Table I lists Q, and
4H-., x-d 0 -- ) (, -xd-^-b9) (6) 0' for the ternary compounds under discussion.

Equation (9), which contains no adjustable param-
where A is an adjustable parameter. With do from eqn eters, yields higher interaction parameter values than

Table I. Experimental and calculated values of the interaction parameter. Bulk moduli by interpolation

between binary compound values from Rels. (8 and 9g interaction parameters (in k cal/mole) in columns
3,4, and 5 quoted from Stringfellow, Re. (21 (small differences in the calculated values in column 4 because

we use fewer significant numbers than Ref. [21 for A4

.10-11 a Cate 1.74-106-11u 0 cakcel

Alloy dyue ca 2 41 MP OLP (/)'2.4S n. 0.226,'

AlGa? 0.002 8.73 0 0

A1IsP 0.072 7.9) L2100 27140

Catn? 0.074 8.05 3500. 3250 3630 2940 13000 2940

AIGaAS 0.002 7.60 0 0 0 0 0

AlIn.M 0.068 6.81 2500 2814 2370 10500 2370

GainA 0.070 6.67 1650, 3000. 2000 2815 2510 10700 2420

A1GaSb 0.006 5.79 0 23 8 140 30

AltaSb 0.054 5.34 600 L456 100 6400 1450

GcalnSb 0.062 5.21 1475, 1900 1846 1830 8100 1830

AIPAB 0.036 8.17 3000 680

AIPSb 0.117 7.26 31600 7140

AI"Sb 0.081 6.83 15300 3460

GPAS 0.036 8.16 400. 1000 985 ,46 2900 660

G PSb 0.104 7.25 21300 4810

G&A*Sb 0.075 6.56 4500. 4000 1355 1090 12200 2760

WsAS 0.032 6.57 400 585 436 2300 520

InP*Sb 0.099 6.01 22600 5110

tfAaSb 0.067 5.32 2900. 2250 2289 2330 9600 2170
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the DLP theory. A much better fit to the experimental Clustering produces a fluctuation from the average
data is obtained if the prediction of eqn (9) is reduced composition, while the region of the cluster must
by a factor of about 4.4, resulting in the column occupy the volume prescribed by the average virtual
labeled 0' in Table i. Indeed, the entries in that crystal lattice. Thus the region of the cluster is
column fit the observed values as closely as String- strained. The energy associated with the strain tends
fellow's{21 "best fit" 2.45 power law. Moreover a to reduce the degree of clustering, but we shall see
plausible case can be argued for a reduction of the that it does not eliminate a miscibility gap below the
estimate by a factor of this order. critical mixing temperature. The effect is similar to

It has been demonstrated recently [41 that although the -lattice latching"161 and stabilization against
the average lattice parameter closely follows Vegard's decomposition [7] associated with the mismatch
law, the AC and BC bond lengths do not take the strains of heteroepitaxy. In the present instance we
common nearest neighbor value of the virtual crystal deal with the strains arising from fluctuations in a
but remain much closer, by a factor of 4 or 5, to their homogeneous medium. In either case, the existence of
lengths in the binary compounds. If it is assumed that a strained region presupposes the existence of the
the stretching and compression of nearest neighbor crystal lattice to be matched by the continuing
bonds is the only distortion, this reduces the estimate growth. In epitaxy, this lattice is furnished by the
of A by the square of this factor, of order 20. This, substrate. In homogeneous growth it depends on the
however, almost certainly underestimates the effect of formation of a nucleus, which at a given composition
the distortion, since the conservation of nearest can only form at temperatures above the spinodal
neighbor bond lengths requires a distortion of the decomposition curve. This is the reason why the
bond angles and of second neighbor bond lengths strain energy affects clustering but not the miscibility
and angles. gap.

In addition, the fact that the AC and BC bond Let the average composition of an alloy be A,,B_
lengths tend to remain constant (to about 80%) C and the local composition AB,-C. Then the
independent of alloy composition, necessarily implies lattice parameter is
that the A and B atoms in the alloy are much more
correlated than in a random solution. These strong do-=xea + (I- x0 )b. (10)
correlations could well be due to the strong elastic
forces. Neither our theory nor any other theory If the crystal were permitted to relax everywhere, the
currently takes this into account properly. Thus local lattice parameter would be
within the scope of our model, Table I furnishes
strong evidence that this quasi-elastic energy is a d = xa +(1-x)b. (11)
significant, and perhaps a dominant part of the
enthalpy of mixing. However, the compatibility constraint imposes a lo-

cal strain
3. CLUSTERMIG

A binary mixture whose enthalpy of mixing is 6 =d-do=(x-xoXa-b)-A, (12)
positive has a tendency to separate into its com-
ponents. This tendency manifests itself in the form of the second equality defining the composition
spinodal decomposition and the development of a fluctuation I.
miscibility gap below a critical mixing temperature The energy density of the strain can be computed
and in the form of clustering on a microscopic scale as in eqn (8) and is
above this temperature. In the alloys under discussion
here, this tendency is most readily interpreted in W= (9/2)B ( (13)
terms of preferential pairwise interactions as ex- d1

pressed by eqns (2) and (3), but it does not depend
on this interpretation. Jones, Porod, and Ferry[5] per unit volume.
have recently examined the degree of clustering that Unlike eqn (8) for the elastic contribution to the
may be expected to occur above the critical ten- mixing enthalpy, eqn (12) should not be a significant
perature of mixing as a function of the interaction overestimate of the strain energy. In the present
parameter interpreted in this manner, of the tem- application we are computing the energy of actual
perature, and of the mole fraction x. We extend this compressions and dilatations in terms of measured
calculation to include an elastic energy which is large elastic constants and the nature of the bond dis-
enough to overcome the clustering tendency. tortions accompanying the strain is irrelevant. There-

Since the lattice parameters of the alloys follow fore, if the mixing enthalpy is dominated by the bond
Vegard's law, the ions of the alloy at least on the distortion effects discussed in Section 2, then it is
average occupy positions on a virtual crystal lattice evident that the strain energy of composition

with the lattice parameter of eqn (5). Note that this fluctuations is more than adequate to overcome the
statement is not in conflict with the observation cited clustering tendency.
abovel4i that the bond lengths need not follow A similar argument can be made if the clustering
Vegard's law. is ascribed to preferential pairwise interactions. The

I
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molar bond energy density of the ternary alloy, accompanied by bond distortion, and that an esti-
taking into account the 4 nearest and 12 next nearest mate of the electronic energy of this distortion can be
neighbor interactions is obtained from the macroscopic elastic properties of

the crystal. Superficially this view appears distinct
E - NO(4,4 x + 4,(1 -x) from the basis of the DLP model, which is deduced

-=6a4AX2+12A (I-x)+6%I(l--x)), (14) from the empirical lattice parameter dependence of
the optical bandgap and from Van Vechtens pro-

where t, and c, are the AC and 8C interaction posal. But the bandgap itself, as pointed out by
The contribution to the bond energy density Phillips and Van Vechten[l], is a measure of theen a contrition fouchuton s covalent bonding energy. The elastic constants of a

o a compos-qitn fcti crystal depend as directly on the bonding energy as
E(xe + ) - E(xo) = ,, given by its optical and dielectric properties. Therefore it is

= No((4.A - 4E, + 12t4# - I 2 - I - 6e 2 ) perhaps not too surprising that models derived from
optical and from elastic crystal parameters should

(15) yield predictions of similar form for the thermo-
with i as defined in eqn (3). dynamic properties. The merit we may claim for the

In a crystal of a given composition, the con- present model is that it contributes a new and con-
tribution to the interaction energy linear in the venient experimental approach to the thermodynamic
fluctuations must by definition average to zero. quantities and that it may yield a fruitful theoretical
Therefore only the term in V need be considered insight.
from the purpose of minimizing the free energy. But
from eqn (2) this term is just

REFF, NCS
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Spatial composition fluctuations in semiconductor alloys A48 _.-C involve elastic energy when the lattice
parameters of AC and BC differ. Therefore, the fluctuations are expected to be reduced below those ex-
hibited by a purely random distribution of the constituent ions. We estimate the extent of the reduction,
and relate it to recent observations of Raman linewidths and line shapes in Gaxlnt -,As and GaAl t As.

Ternary tetrahedrally coordinated semiconductor alloys that local composition fluctuations might be reduced below
A3B I -,C or ACxDI-, where A and B are group III (or 1I) the level to be expected of a purely random distribution of
elements, and C and D group V (or VI) elements can for the constituents. What follows is a simple thermodynamic
many purposes be described as binary mixtures whose corn- model for the composition correlations induced by the elas-
ponent particles reside (approximately) on the sites of an fcc tic energy.
lattice. Specifically, thermodynamic parameters such as The lattice parameters of these alloys follow Vegard's law
mixing enthalpy' and spinodal curves2 conform fairly well to quite accurately. Any deviation from a linear dependence of
the rules describing regular solutions. lattice parameter on composition (bowing) is small enough

The key quantity of regular solution theory is the interac- to be quite negligible for the purpose of this argument.
tion parameter (1, which can be interpreted in terms of pair Consider a region of the alloy large enough to be regarded
interaction energies; thus as macroscopic. If the composition of this region deviates

f) NoZ(2EAa-EAA-EA) from the average composition of the alloy, but must be ac-
commodated in the volume of the virtual lattice that "be-

where No is Avogadro's number, Z the coordination longs to it," it will suffer compression or dilatation.
wher (2 it The energy associated with the strain is readily comput-' ~ ~number (12 for fcc), and E4 are the (negative) pair interac- .Ltthavreco psinofh loybAoto

tion energies. A negative value of fl indicates a tendency ed5 Let the average composition of the alloy be A, ...XoC

to ordering (compound formation), a positive value a ten- and the local composition ,xB,-xC. Then the lattice
dency to decomposition. All the observed interaction parameter is
parameters of the alloy group with A,B - AI,GaIn; do-xoa+(1-xo)b (1)
(Zn,CdHg) C,D - P,As,Sb; (Se,Te) are positive or zero.

Thus, one expects-and observes-miscibility gaps and where a is the lattice parameter of AC and b the lattice
spinodal decomposition below a critical mixing temperature parameter of BC. If the crystal were permitted to relax
characteristic of each alloy, everywhere, the local lattice parameter would be

The observed interaction parameters are found to be pro-
portional to the square of the lattice parameter difference d- xa +(-x)b ; (2)

between the pure compounds that constitute the alloy. This however, the compatibility constraint imposes a local strain
dependence has been interpreted, in the so-called delta-
lattice-parameter (DLP) model in terms of the lattice 8-d-do-(x-xo)(a-b)mAx(a-b), (3)
parameter dependence of the average band gap, ' and more
recently, especially after details of the composition depen- with an associated energy density (per unit volume)
dence of bond lengths in Ga1-,lnAs were revealed by ex- W&X2 a_ 12(,.)
tended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) measure- W(Ax) 2- 188 - (Ax), (4)
ments, 4 in terms of the bond distortions associated with the
formation of the alloy. By relating the bond distortion ener- where B is the bulk modulus of the crystal.
gies to the macroscopic elastic constants of the crystals, a Equation (4) is based on isotropic compression or dila-
good case could be made for ascribing most or all of the ob- tion; an analogous expression can be obtained for a planar
served mixing enthalpy to this cause.5.6  strain. In that form the elastic energy is thought to be

A positive mixing enthalpy would normally produce clus- responsible for the "lattice latching" observed in heteroepi-
tering of like particles above the critical mixing temperature, taxy,' the growth of a single lattice-matched alloy composi-
and an estimate of the degree of clustering to be expected tion over a range of melt compositions. It also accounts for
was published recently.7 For the model that was used in the successful heteroepitaxial growth of alloy compositions
this calculation, the origin of the positive interaction param- unstable in the bulk at the growth temperature.
eter is irrelevant. It has been pointed out, however, that in It has been shown s that a reasonable fit to the interaction
the type of "lattice gas" that represents these alloys, with a parameters of the Ill-V alloys considered here is given by
composition-dependent lattice parameter, if an alloy crystal the semiempirical formula
is formed at all, elastic interactions will suppress the cluster- 2
ing.$ It was also suggested that these elastic interactions W'- 0.226 x 18B (5)
were likely to produce an ordering tendency, that is to say, a+8

30 6196 ©1984 The American Physical Society
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making a contribution to the mixing enthalpy per mole of linewidths and line shapes, assuming a Gaussian size distri-
AH-W'x( -x)V , bution of the correlation regions, generally in reasonable

agreement with the estimated sizes of crystallites" or un-
where V is the molar volume of the alloy, damaged regions.12

The entropy of mixing is approximately Substitutional disorder in an alloy similarly breaks the
crystal's translational symmetry and, hence, the q- 0 selec-

Ntion rule for Raman scattering. Since the perturbation is the
S - N N ((N7)) phonon modulation of the dielectric tensor, the effective

size of the scattering regions is given by the correlation

where the N are numbers of ions and the Ni numbers of length of this tensor's spatial fluctuations." No theoretical

second neighbor pairs. Per mole this is prediction has so far been made for this quantity, but Paray-
anthal and Pollack"° were able to fit their observed Raman

S - R [x 1nx + (1-x)tn( 1-x)-x 2ln(x) lines with a spatial correlation model in which the correla-
tion length is simply a phenomenological parameter deter-

-(l-x)1n(I-x) 2 -2x(1-x)lnx(1-x)I . (8) mined from the experimental data. For their epitaxially

Using Eqs. (4), (6), and (8) in the thermodynamic formula9  grown alloys, this parameter ranges from about 8 to above

for macroscopic fluctuations of concentration on an assem- 30 lattice parameters.
bly of N sites with total Gibbs free energy G Of the two alloy series for which results are given,

GarAI, -,As has, within experimental accuracy, zero mixing
(Ax 2) (9) enthalpy, and the cations should constitute a perfect lattice

(82G/Ox').N gas on their fc sublattice. Their concentration fluctuations,

we find which may be taken as measure of the disorder, then are
given by Eqs. (10) with T -0. The Raman lines bear this

'(lx + 2 (W-w 9V out qualitatively, in the sense that the linewidths and asym-
((Ax) 2 ) N -x +-) 'IRT X l X metries are greatest for samples with x near 0.5.

The broadening of the Raman lines even in the complete-

ly random alloy GaAl,-,As is modest as compared with
(108) the spectrum of amorphous materials, and the spatial corre-

or, in terms of the critical mixing temperature T given by lation model is successful in the interpretation of the line
2RT,- W'V-0.226WV shapes. This suggests that one might assign the role of the

defects that disrupt the phonon modes to fairly large fluc-
2). 1[ Ix- x ) tuations from the average composition. The correlation orx(1 -x) j • (10b) coherence length can then be related to the statistics of large

fluctuations.
In a random binary alloy, the probability distribution of

One may guess conservatively that the disorder grown ions is binomial. With a coordination number Z - 12, the
into a crystal corresponds roughly to a value frozen in at the distribution of even the nearest-neighbor shell is fairly well
growth temperature. Thus, if we compare a lattice-matched represented by a Gaussian, and the probability of oc-
alloy such as Gao.sAl.sAs with T, - 0 with the mismatched currence of a deviation ;0 f is approximated by
alloy [no.5Gao.sAs with T, - 600 K grown epitaxially at
T -900 K, we expect, from Eq. (10a) or (10b) to find a re- P()-efc() (11)
lative reduction of the mean-square concentration fluctua-
tions in the mismatched alloy by a factor - 0.3. The reduc- where m /2 (((Ax) 2) ]12.
tion would be expected to be more significant, depending on In order to arrive at an order of magnitude estimate of
cooling rate and on the growth parameters, if appreciable the correlation length, we take the size of the defect to
solid-state diffusion takes place after growth. comprise one cation shell of Z ions. If a deviation of rela-

Some qualitative experimental support for this prediction tive magnitude ( is to occur in a region containing NZ ca-
is to be found in linewidths and line shapes observed by lions, we should have NZP(t) - 1, and, therefore, the
Parayanthal and Pollak" in Raman scattering from average distance between such defects, which we take to be
AIlGat-,As and InGet-LAs. In this work it was found the correlation length, is
that the broadening and asymmetry of the Raman line was
more pronounced in the lattice-matched alloy AI.Ga,As L - Nt'a - [Z erfc()]- 1/a , (12)
than in the mismatched InxGa -,As.

A "spatial correlation" model has been successfuUy used where a is the lattice parameter. Equation (12) yields
to interpret the effect of microcrystalline," and implantation values consistent with the estimates based on the Raman
damage"2 disorder on Raman linewidths and line shapes. spectra if j is about two standard deviations. Using the
This model replaces the phonons of the infinite ordered average value of L for the GaAs-like mode in GaAl1 .,As
crystal with phonons localized within "correlation regions" for the four samples with x near 0.5, we find j - i .88.
whose size is a measure of the partial ordering in the imper- Equations (10) and (12) also provide a comparison of the
fect crystal. As a result, the q -0 momentum selection rule correlation lengths in Gainl- As and Ga.All-,As. Be-
of the perfect crystal is relaxed, and phonons in a region of cause of the suppression of concentration fluctuations, we
the Brillouin zone corresponding to the correlation length expect the scattering centers associated with wide fluctua-
participate in the scattering. Experimental values of the tions to be rarer, increasing the correlation length. Using
correlation length are deduced by fitting the observed the factor 0.3 estimated from Eq. (10) for the reduction in
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the mean square fluctuation in Eq. (12), we ind to have other experimentally testable consequences, which
will be considered elsewhere.

-12 .(13) 1 am indebted to Dr. A. Sher for suggesting this study and
Lc,%,A,,,Asfor several illuminating discussions, to Dr. F. Pollak for

prepublication information about his results, and to Dr. C.IThis factor is larger than the numbers deduced from the Ra- M. Wolfe for many helpful comments. This research was
man spectra by Parayanthal and Pollak, suggesting that addi- sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research,
tional phonon scattering processes are active. Air Force Systems Command, U. S. Air Force under Grant

The reduction in randomness discussed here is expected No. AFOSR82-0231.

2G. . Stigelw J. Apl Phys. $4, 404 (19 72). 8G. B Stringfellow, J. Appi. Phys. 43, 3455 (1972).

3G .Stringfellow, J. Cryst. Growth 27, 21 (1974); J. C. Phillips 'A. MUnser, in Fluiuaimj Plwenmra in Solds. edited by Rt. E. Bur-
and J. A. VanVechten. Phys. Rev. B 2. 2147 (1970). gess (Academic. New York. 1965). p. 114.

4J. C. Mikkelsen, Jr. and J. B. Boyce, Phys. Rev. Lett. 49, 1412 10P. Parsyanthal and F. H. Pollak, Plays. Rev. Lett. 52, 1822 (1984).
(19112). 11H. Richter, Z. P. Wang. and L. Ley, Solid State Commun. ,

5P. A. FaddrsadM. W. Muisr.J. Phys.Cem. Sols45, 68S 625(1911.
(19064). 1

2K. K. Tiong, P. M. Amirtharay, F. H. Pollak. and D. E. Aspnies,
6J. C. Mikkelaen, Jr. (private communication). Appi. Plays. Lett. 44, 122 (1984).
'K. A. Jones, W. Porod, and D. K. Ferr, J. Plays. Chem. Solids 44, 13R. Shuker and R. W. Gammon, Plays. Rev. Lett. 25. 222 (1970).
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7. Below band-gap photoacrespons oft a n hl-w P-a s eerponat131eisobsrvdntions

In, Ga, P on n-type GaAs heterojunctions with I111 I interfaces. This response is apparently
due to photon-msisted tunneling of carriers across the interfacial energy gap, which is smaller
than the energy gaps of the constituent materials. The same mechanism can be employed in other
heterojunctions with appropriate energy-band lineups to obtain longer wavelength infrared

£ response.

Several schemes have been used in intrinsic infrared and valence bands of opposite symmetry, such as PbTe and
photodetectors to obtain response below the band gap of the SnTe.' Since the conduction and valence bands must inter-
constituent semiconductors. One of these methods is to form change at some alloy composition, they move toward one

an alloy between two compounds which have conduction another producing alloy band gaps smaller than the end-

1125 App.Phys. Lett.d(1 0).1 lNovemiber 194 0003491/84/221125-03801.00 t 1984Amercan Instituteof Physics 1125
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points. Another method uses electroabsorption (photot-as- first on the GaAs substrates and then on In, ,Ga, P layers
sisted tunneling) to shift the absorption edge to longer wave grown on semi-insulating GaAs by liquid phase epitaxy un-
lengths.2 This has been employed in reverse-biased GaAs' der the same conditions as those grown on n ' substrates.
and Ga, , Al, As devices.' A recently proposed scheme is to The built-in potential and the band bending on either side
form an alloy between two materials with different crystal were obtained from capacitance-voltage measurements.
structures. In the region where the alloy undergoes a phase From these measurements all the parameters of the model,
change from one structure to another, the absorption edge is including Ac,, .e, . and Jt,. were determined expenmen-
lowered presumably due to antisite disorder. This behavior tally.
has been observed in (GaAs), ,Ge 2 , alloys." In the present For a lattice-matched heterojunction with a nominal
work we discuss and present experimental evidence for what Il II interface, the band offsets were At, = 0.08 eV, ACe
appears to be another method of obtaining longer wave- = 0.59 eV, and d, = 1.31 eV. Although these results are
length response. consistently obtained experimentally, it should be pointed

The scheme is essentially the inverse of a photon emis- out that they are not close to the expected theoretical values.
sion process previously described.' It employs the electric Using a dielectric model,' for example, we calculate ioniza-
field at the interface of a heterojunction to tunnel charge tion energies for GaAs and In. 4. Ga,, P of 5.68 eV and 5.91
carriers across an interfacial energy gap smaller than the eV, respectively. These ionization energies and the experi-
energy gaps of the semiconductors on either side. Photore- mental energy gaps yield band offsets of Ae1, = - 0.23 eV,
sponse is obtained by the photoexcitation of electrons from Ac, = 0.28 eV, and Ac, equals the band gap of GaAs. Thus,
the valence band of one material to virtual states, and then below band-gap photoresponse is not predicted from this
electron tunneling into the conduction band of the other ma- dielectric model. Although there is probably no reason to
terial. Conversely, electrons from the valence band of one expect good agreement between theory and experiment, we
material can tunnel into virtual states and then be photoex- have some preliminary evidence that the valence-bend offset
cited into the conduction band of the other material. The is in the predicted direction for In, -,Ga, P-GaAs hetero-
latter process is equivalent to hole tunneling, and both are junctions with nominally charge-neutral' i 12111 interfaces.
illustrated schematically in Fig. 1. The formalism for these Thus, at least part of the difference in bend lineups may be I

physical processes is that of band-to-band electroebsorption due to dipoles associated with the residual charge at I 111
in a nonuniform electric field which has been previously ex- interfaces.
amined in some detail. .4.7 Figure 2 shows the room-temperature photovoltaic re-

One of the heterojunction systems which exhibits the sponse for a I I I I I heterojunctio.. at 0 and - 0.5 V applied
required energy band lineup is In, - Ga. P-GaAs. An bias. (These diodes were rather leaky and exhibited substan-
abrupt heterojunction model for this system is shown in Fig. tially increased noise at higher reverse voltages.) For these
I. Several of the parameters of the model vary from sample measurements the device was biased with a constant-voltage
to sample and were determined in the following ways: the power supply and light was incident on a cleaved surface
energy gap of GaAs was measured by photoconductivity on perpendicular to the heterojunction interface. The salient
high-purity epitaxial samples to be 1.39 eV. The energy gap features are a below band-gap peak with a half-power point A
of In, _, Ga, P was determined from its dependence on lat- at 1.31 eV which increases substantially with reverse biasas
tice constant,' where the latter was obtained by double-crys- expected for tunneling. The 1.31-eV half-power point is
tal x-ray diffraction scans. On this basis the energy gap of the equal to the value obtained for the interfacial energy gap,
lattice-matched alloy In,...Ga,.,, P was 1.90 eV. The separa- At,. This exact agreement, however, should not be taken

, tions between the electrochemical potential energy, 4., and seriously. Also, in the heterojunction the In, - Ga,Pepitax-
the band edges were determined from Hall measurements: ial layer was doped to produce 2.5 x 10' cm holes, while

the GaAs substrate has 1.4 X 10" cm electrons. Thus.

0 ------ •---

IV

a3..

ias lAS1.31
FIG. I. Abrupt heterojunction model for In, GaP-GaAs indicating PWO?011N 111111 t111

schematically the photon -assted tunneling processes for electrons on the p FIG. 2. Responsity as a function of photon energy for the heterojunction
side and holes on the n side. of Fig, I showing below band-gap response at two bias voltages.

1126 App.I Phys. Lett.,Vol. 45, No 10. l15 November 1984 Hsit, Patten, arid Woile 1126
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most of the potential was in the Int , Ga. P where it should is not at a particularly useful wavelength, it should be possi-
enhance the lower effective mass and higher probability elec- ble to apply the same idea for infrared detectors at longer
tron tunneling. The GaAs absorption edge is apparently wavelengths. We are currently investigating the possibility
shifted to higher than band-gap energy due to the high elec- of obtaining smaller interfacial energy gaps in the
tron concentration." In, - Ga. P-GaAs system by examining interfaces with dif-

To test the concept that the below band-gap response is ferent orientations. Other lattice-matched heterojunction
associated with tunneling across the interfacial energy gap, systems, of course, should also be examined. Our results in-
several other experiments were performed. When the doping dicate, however, that heterojunctions with the required band
of the p-type In, - Ga.P was increased from 2.5 X 10' to lineups cannot be predicted with great reliability.
6.Ox 1Os cm ' on the same n-type GaAs substrates, the This research was sponsored by the Air Force Office of
,elow band-gap response was greatly reduced. Increased Scientific Research, Air Force Systems Command, USAF,
doping on thep side is expected to reduce electron tunneling, under grant number AFOSR 82-0231.
Since large effective mass hole tunneling from the n side is
much less probable, the smaller below band-gap response is 'J. 0. Dimmock. 1. Melngailis, and A. J. Strauss. Phys. Rev. Lett. 16, 1193
consistent with a tunneling mechanism. To eliminate the (19W.

'W. Franz. Z. Naturforsch A 13, 484 11958); L. V. Keldysh. Sov. Phys.possibility that the below band-gap response was due to im- JETP 7. 788 (1958).

purity transitions in the space-charge region on either side of 'G. E. Stilhman. C. M. Wolfe, J. A. Roas, and J. P. Donnelly, Appl. Phys.
the interface, photoconductivity measurements were per- Lett. 11. 671(19741.
formed on the epitaxial layer and on the substrate. These 4J. C. Dyment. F. P. Kapron. and A. J. Sprngthorpe, Institute of Physics

Conference Sers No. 24 (institute of Physics. London. 19751, p. 200.
measurements indicated no below bend-gap photoresponse 'Kathie E. Newman and John D. Dow, Phys. Rev. B 27, 7495 (1983).
at the same energy due to impurities. Except for the coinci- 6H. Kroemer and G. Grifiths, IEEE Electron Device Lett. 4. 20 (19831.
dence of the response energy with de,, we cannot, however, 'See G. E Stillman atd C. M. Wolfe, m Semiconductors and Semimeta/s,

rule out the possibility of impurity transitions at the inter- edited by R. K. Willardo and A. C. Beer (Academic, New York, 1977),
Vol. 12, p. 291.

face itself. 'G. B. Stnngfellow. P. F. Landqust. and R. A. Burmeister. 3. Electron.
In conclusion, we have observed below band-gap pho- Mater. 1. 437 (1972).

tovoltaic response in In, .,GCa, P-GaAsp-n heterojunctions 'J. A. Van Vechten, Phys. Rev. 137. 1007 (1969).which is apparently due to photon-assisted tunneling across w. A. Harrison, E. A. Kraut, J. R. Waldrop, and R. W Grant, Phys. Rev.whic isapprenty de t phton-ssitedtunnlin acoss B it 4402 (1978).
the interfacial energy gap between the two materials. Al- "E. Bustemi, Phys. Rev 93.632(19541; T. S. Mms, Proc. Phys. Soc. (Lon-
though the observed response for I 11 interfaces at 1.31 eV don B 76.775 (1954).
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8. Below Bandgap Emission and Absorption in
ZnSnP2/GaAs Heterojunctions

E. A. PATTEN, G. A. DAVIS, S. J1. HSIEH, AND C. M. WOLFE. PuI±ow, mua

AAw-Slow beni p li ea mi e saswpdei n obwo Ibnuib

unms sm en ss dthdo below beipp Irsinihee Is hewese
doe vaka hand of GaAs sai lbs ceddosm bead of ZeSP tml do____

hsfs.The p~Iki " -I mh foe' -Ims Id pp of E, - 1.27e@VT
cemars s a ressWhua vAlu of 11eV.

1. INTRODUCTION 4

T EEIS CONSIDERABLE current interest in HI-V
JL ompun an aloyI P- Py trctuesbecaus of the

capability they provide for tailoring energy bands in
lattice-matched materials systems. This capability. however
can be increaed substantially by including latice-manched Pis. i. AhinuPsZ3SUP:GaAs' in onmdmm forward bias with nmcha-

betfotrutuesbetween chalcopfin Il-N-V 2 compounds Ri for Iminisai d rafietiv aucoaabini iadicnindI and alloys [1) and the above sphalerise materials. Ia this lamer
we present experimental evidence on sod discuss th usHff. DEVICE FABRICATION

S p-ZaSnPz om n-GaAs beterojunctioms to emit and detect The h 0MMut used tn this investigation consisted of
4Aradiation below the bmadgaps of the constituent semiconduc- liquid-phase epitaxal (LPE) layers of ZaSnP2 grown on

tors. (211) Ga-GaAs with a lattice mismatch of less than 0.44
The bead diagram for ZaP 2/GaAs in forward bins is percen-t. Thie details of the growth p rcess were repotea shown in Fig. I. This heserojunction has an energy-band earlier [4]. The (211) orientation of the GaAs substrate was

lineup, which, as discussed previously [21, may provide A chasen since it has been shown to suppress antiphase domain
source of below beadgap emission. The mechanism, indi- boundaries associated with different c-ami orientations in the
cated in Fig. 1, involves the tunneling of electrons across the chialcopyrite ZnSaP2 layer [5]. The devices were defined
anserfacial region either to or from virtal states in the gap. with standard photlihogapIc- technies and mms-etched
This endae long-wavelength radiative recombination of the with Br-metao1 to an a"e of 2 x 10' cm2

confined electron mid holes in adaetwells on the two The GaAs substrates used were n (= 10 cm-'), and theUsides of the inte r Pc. Although the band diagram in Fig. I is ZnSaP2 was grown p*(m10"9 cm-3), according to Hall
for a forward-biased heinerojunction, the equilibrium configu- mesrmnson ZnSnP2 layers grown on semi-insulating

r ati verny similar only with deeper wells and wider (SI) GaAs. There was some evidence of Zn diffusion into the
~ space-charge regions. Therefore, long-wavelength absorpo- GaAs substrates. Delineation etches of ZnSnPz layers grown

tion also appears possible involving the inverse of the prcess on SI substraes revealed both a growth interface and a
just described (3). diffesion front of about I pam into the substrate. When the

Pheovohaic. pbomocoadoctivity, Hall. I-V, and CV man- ZaSaP2 growt wan performed on n -GaAs, however, the
~ gui-en5 wer pa forma to deuemin the necessary band dlision of Zn was not large enough to convert the GaAs to

pmwi0sm ms I cosrct an .msrfacial band diagram. This p4ype as evidenced by a single line visible at the interface.
construction yieled a value for the imerfaicial energy El. The In a similar umner, electron microprobe analysis indicated
photovoltaic and emissionm experime-ts revealed a below ouiniffuision of Ga (but not As) into less than I ;Lm of the
beedgap peek whc is compared with the theoretical value of ZaSaP2 with no type conversion.
E,. Odoer signifimmn aspects of the data as they pertain HI. REUTSADhICUSO
mnodel am discmd. 1.RSLSAD ICU IO

X ~The beadgaps of the two materials were obtained throuigh
asheW*P rnnses Osbar 1I. rTob watwespp.Uwd by do photoconductivity and photovoltaic measurements. The

UAF. Pame 0 -- AOMw 824231. APaevalue for the a *-Ga&s badgap was determined to be 1.42
IL A, Pen.. J 1 s"t. mad C M We* an w0 a.5maw eV. The ZnSnPj bandgap of 1.45 eV was determined from

Resuc Labomin. Washa UmSh=my. St. Lmm. MO 6330 differential analysis of photoconductivity data for layers
G. A. Dow n w wh dw Sinmmnoo Eammai Labomy. wuis. 5 .

an Uaivuim y. St. Lam,. MO 63130 He a -r si Vens Aiaes grown on SI GaAs. This method was used since a clear peak
611 IMen Way. Mel Abe. CA O&M0 for ZnaP, was not apparent in the photovoltaic spectra on

0741-3106/85/0l0 60l.00 @ IM1 IEE
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Pm mellry aapproximaeythesame vaue.r Thswul be expecte for l
Prs. 2. - m i m ci a i 0A*a ~a m s,S.PF.bGoAaoro am t, ujmumi-mmia Wi o a trnsitio bee th wells shown in Fig. 1. Usually one

bi. i the em s is mmn.nd mg IO-A-m- &mma y. extracts the absorption edge from an absorption peak by
using the half power point energy. For the absorption and

n *-GaAs. The value of 1.45 eV for ZnSP 2 is consistent with emission peaks associated with the interfacial gap, one might
previous measurements [61. extrapolate the steep part of the tail down to the zero line

CV measurements were performed to obtain a value for since neither significant absorption nor emission is expected
the built-in potential V0. This method uses a linear extrapola- below E, using our model. The emission peak extrapolates to
tion of C-2 versus Vto zero. The largest value of Vo obtained approximately 1.31 eV and absorption peak to about 1.30
in this manner was 1.75 V. We used this value in the analysis eV. Thin values ar in reasonable agreement with our
thu follows since the measured V should decrease when theoretically predicted value of 1.27 eV.
interface charge (of either sip) is present. The true V can An obvious concern in analyzing the data is the possibility
only be obtained by correcting for the interface charge. that the low energy peak may not be due to the mechanism we

To compere with this experimental value, a theoretical have described but rather to transitions involving impurity
estimate of the built-in potential can be determined from the levels in the pp. The energy coincidence of the emission and
ionization energies, the energy gaps. and the relative absorption peaks contradicts an impurity level interpretation.
positions of th u r c ' potential in the two materi- since a shift in these energies when impurities am involved is
als. Using a dielectric model 71, we calculated an ioniztion usually observed due to the Franck-Condon principle [101.
energy of 5.91 eV for ZnSnP2 and used an experimental Also of interest in both spectra is the absence of an
ionization energy of 5.50 eV for GaAs [8]. In determining obsra ZnSnP2 peak. In the emission mode, minority
the densities of stws, we took m* - 0.0665 mo for GaAs carriers mare injected into both sides of the heterojunction and
(91 and m* - 0.39 mn for ZaSnP2 (61. The carrier participate in the various recombination processes. The
concentratiom were n _ 8 x 10l cm-3 for the GaAs supply of recombiing species is much more plentiful on the
sbstrate andp = 5 x 109cm- 3 forthe ZnSnPz. Using the GaAs side due to the much Warger majority carrier concentra-
band parameters from these numbers yields a built-m tion of the ZnSnP2 . Therefore, it is reasonable that the GaAs
potential of 1.74 V. The close agreement between this and emission may be the only band-to-band transition observable.
the experimental value of 1.75 V, however, should not be In the absorption mode, the spece-charge region on the GaAs
taken too seriously. The above parameters also allow us to side is much larger than that on the ZnSnP2 side. Since only
calculate a value for the interfacial energy E,. which this portion of the device contributes to the absorption signal.
designams the energy difference between the bottom of the again it is reasonable to only see the GaAs peak.
electron well ad the top of the hole well. The above numbers Finally, in Fig. 3 we see the emission spectra shift to
yield a value of E, - 1.27 eV. longer wavelengths with increasing current through the

To compare the above calculated value of E, with our device. The spectra shown am for 10-, 20-. 30-, and
experimental value, consider the results shown in Fig. 2. The 40-A. cm- 2 constant current density. This shift is most likely
higher solid curve is the photovoltuic response (or absorp- due to device beating. Double-crystal X-ray diffraction
tion) of the beterojunction. The lower dashed curve is the measurements indicate no difference in thermal expansion
emission spectrum of the heterojunction in forward bias at a between ZnSnPl and GaAs from room temperature to about
constant current density of 10 A'cm-2 . The higher energy 150T. Since the lattice constants on both sides of the
emission peak has its maximum at the energy of the half interface expand together at the same rate, we expect to see
power point of the higher energy absorption peak. From their the two emission peaks move at about the same rate with
energies, these peaks appear to be the emission and absorp- respect to current, as in Fig. 3.
tion peaks for GaAs. For a band-to-band transition one
expects this kind of relation between the absorption and IV. CONCLUSIONS
emission peaks. The. results on below bandgap emission in ZnSnPz/GaAs

The other set of peaks at lower energy have their maxima beterojunctions tend to confirm previous expectations (21 that

L 11
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Advances in technology have made possible the fabrication of rapidly varying heteroatructures
which hold the promise of important applications. We develop a set of approximate treatments of
electron states in a variety of layered heteroatructures. The approximations are all based on the con-
cept of one-band generalized Wannier functions. Following a discussion of the validity of this rep-
resentation, we apply it to an evaluation of the bound states in a narrow quantum well in GaAs,
which clearly demonstrates the mixing of main and satellite valley states as well as the contribution
of evanescent states, and of the states of a superlattice in a model structure of up to 20 quantum
wells. As a final example we discuss the application of generalized Wannier functions to the match-
ing of electronic states at a heterojunction between two model band structures with different effec-
tive masses, and compare the formalism with alternative approaches to this problem.

With the development of special growth techniques fined only for an infinite crystal. However, in practice,
such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and metal organic the concept of bands holds on a microscopic scale. This is
chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), tailor-made sub- exemplified by the use of band diagrams in classical de-

"# micron semiconductor heterostructures can now be vice theory. The total classical Hamiltonian H can be
" designed. An entirely new variety of structures, including written as

quantum wells, superlattices, and modulation-doped (1)
structures, can be conceived and some have already led to
successful device applications. Quantum wells are being where E(k) is the conduction or valence band structure, e
investigated in semiconductor lases' and resonant tunnel- the electron charge, and V( r) the electrostatic potential.
ing2 for submillimeter radiation. Potential applications The symbol r denotes the spatial location and k the Bloch
for superlattices include nonlinear optics in relation to op- wave vector or quasimomentum. In a band diagram, usu-
tical switching (bistability),3 the Bloch oscillator, 4 and the ally only the bottom of the conduction band and the top
Zener oscillator5 for submillimeter radiation. An impor- of the valence band are represented, which is equivalent to
tant application of modulation doping6 is the high elec- specifying k.
tron mobility transistor, a low-noise microwave amplif- Equation (1), together with the acceleration theorem,9

ier,7 and a candidate for high-speed logicA constitute the semiclassical picture on the basis of which
These semiconductor heterostructures are made of sue- one can describe the ballistic motion of an electron or

cessive semiconductor crystal layers grown on top of each derive (using the Boltzmann transport equation) the stan-
other. Provided the lattice parameters are closely dard device equations.) In the heterostructures discussed
matched, the lattices of the semiconductors essentially above, the spatial dimensions are made sufficiently small
cohere with a minimal perturbation. Due to the special for the quantization of the electron states to be signifi-
growth techniques used, the spatial variation of the semi- cant. One needs then to revert to the quantum-

.~ conductor materials and/or of the doping can be con- mechanical form of Eq. (1) where the quasimomentum is
"' trolled so as to occur in a few lattice parameters. replaced by the operator

The physical properties of the structures of these semi- a
conductors are the object of extensive theoretical and ex- k= - - (2)
perimental effort with respect to important potential de-
vice applications, some of which were mentioned above, and to solve the Schr6dinger equation,

j . but most of which, however, remain unrealized. a
A fundamental property on which all these heterostruc- i--b(t,r) =Hb(t,r).

tures rely is the spatial variation of the band gap and the at

conduction and valence band structures. In this paper, we Equation (1), together with (2), is often referred to as
shall be concerned with the development of a consistent the Wannier theorem, the derivation of which can be
and simplified picture of spatially varying band struc- found in textbooks on semiconductor theory." The Wan-
tures. nier theorem relies on two basic assumptions. The first is

Band structures derive from the periodic nature of the the one-band approximation which holds if the perturba-
, crystal potential and are therefore mathematically well de- tion potential V(r) is not strong enough for band mixing

32 5222 (©1985 The American Physical Society
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to occur or interband transition such as tunneling to take I 11 1 ,
place. Secondly, the perturbation potential should vary B- 2v1r -1 1 ,slowly or smoothly with position so as to constrain the a*

potential overlap matrix to a diagonal representation. -l
These assumptions are adequate for the classical repre- so that AB =2r. It is easy to prove that for cubic lattices

sentation in which the electrons are essentially free and there always exists a reciprocal-lattice vector parallel to a
can be represented by a wave packet *(r). For the sub- given direct-lattice vector. This is equivalent to finding
micron heterostructures of interest here, these assump- the constant c such that K=cR. A possible solution is
tions do not hold, as the potential variations in c=8ir/a*2, which leads to
modulation-doped or in spatially varying band-gap struc-
tures are both large and can occur in a few lattice parame- 1 1

ters. In this paper we shall propose a concept of general- I= 2 1 n.
ized band structures for which the Wannier theorem can 1 1 2k ,be generalized and applied to submiron heterostctures.

First, we shall rederive the Wannier theorem in Sec. I, We shall denote q as the modulus of the smallest

specializing it to one-dimensional structures. Since the reciprocal-lattice vector q parallel to d so that any re-

submicron heterostructures grown by MBE or MOCVD ciprocal vector parallel to 3 can be written K=q, with I
are layered structures, a one-dimensional picture can be an integer. Since the lattice vector and the reciprocal-

implemented, provided some assumptions are made. Such lattice vector satisfy the relation
one-dimensional models are of heuristic interest as their R(n).K(l)=2 .!,
simplicity promotes a better insight, and they are some-
times used in semiquantitative studies. we have that q and a satisfy

In Sec. II we discuss the extension of the Wannier
theorem, using the generalized Wannier functions, and a-q=aq-2iip,

study in Sec. I two examples of heterotructus. These with p an integer. For the (100) direction
examples constitute both a test and a demonstration ofap- [R=a(,O,O)], we have n=(-,ll), and the smallest
plications of the generalized Wannier picture. Finally, we reciprocal vector is given by I=(0,1,1), so that a=a

0' present in Sec. IV the application of the generalized Wan- and p -2.
ner picture to "true" hets and discuss the In the extended zone scheme the Bloch-function solu-
generalization of the concept of bands to spatially varying tion O(kr) of
band structures.

H0#(k)=E(k)#(k) (3)
.L THE ONE-DI14ENSIONAL WANNIER PICTURE is a periodic function of k along the device direction I.

In this section we consider the problem of a crystal We can introduce a one-dimensional quasimomentum k
electron in an external one-dimensional potential U. The along the device direction a defined by
total Hamiltonian of the electron is given by k(k)=k+ka,

H=Ho+U(ar), with ki the transverse momentum perpendicular to the

where H 0 is the unperturbed crystal Hamiltonian and direction a. It follows that a Bloch function along the
U(x) is the one-dimensional energy potential varying direction a can be written as #(ka+k,,r)=#(k), which is
along an axis (the device axis) represented by the unit vec- a periodic function of k with period q: 0(k +nq)= W(k)
tor a. for n, an integer.

We assume the device axis to be parallel to the lattice We can now define, along the direction I a one-
vector. We only consider face-centered-cubic semicon- dimensional Wannier function w(m,r,kL) as the spatial
ductor lattices for which a lattice vector R(n) can be writ- Fourier coefficient of the Bloch function #(k),
ten using the orthonormal basis of the Bravais lattice as q/2
R(n)=An, with n a set of integers (n1 ,n 2,n 3), as the lat- w(m,r,k, )=(l/Vq ) f -/2O(kd+k,,r)
tice parameter of the cubic lattice, and A the matrix

.. [ i0 1 l 
Xexp(-ikm21r/q)dk

A=- 1 0 1 (4)
2 1 1 0 and reciprocally we have

We shall denote as a the modulus of the smallest lattice 0(ka+k,,r)=(1/vjq )I w(m,r,k)exp(ikm 21r/q).
vector a parallel to a; a is therefore the effective lattice M

parameter along the direction a, and any lattice vector From the orthogonality property of the Bloch functions

parallel to a is written R=na, with n an integer, and from Eq. (3), one easily verifies that these Wannier
0' A reciprocal-lattice vector K is written in the same functions (WFs) form an orthogonal set

basis as K(l)=BI, with I a set of integers (11,12,13) and B
the matrix w w(m))- f w(nrki)*w(mrk)dx'=8m '
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with x'=dr, and satisfy the useful property Fially, an important property of the one-dimensional
WF's which we did not address so far is their invariance

H o w(m,r,k1 )= ZE(n -m)w(n,r,ki), under translation from one lattice site to another. Follow-

w ing the approach of Wannier,5 we first write

with '(k,r-R)=( I/V'q ) exp(ikma/p)w(m,r-R,k1 ) ,

E(n)=(1/q)f',.2 E(k 1 +kd)exp(-ikn2r /q)dk (10

The E(n) are recognized as the Fourier coefficients of the which using the translation property of the Bloch func-
band structure along the line k(k) parallel to the device tion, can be written

For a sufficiently smooth and weak one-dimensional V(kr-R)-(I/V'q) exp(-ik-)exp(ikma/p)

potential U(dr), no band mixing is expected and the -
transverse momentum is conserved. One can then expand x w (m,r,k1 ).
the electron state in Wannier functions of the band con- For R=na, we have
siderea with an envelope f(n,t),

f= Xf(n,)w(n,r,ki)• (5) kR=(ka+k,)R=ka R=kna,
a and changing the index of summation we obtain

The weight function If(n,t)12 is the probability of fid- '(kr-R)=(iiYj )Xexp(ikma/p)w(m +nprk 1 )
ing the electron at the lattice site n at time t. Replacing
%P in the Schr6dinger equation (II)

H4P=i~A- (6) Identifying the coefficients in the series (10) and (Q1), we

at finally get

by the expansion of Eq. (5), multiplying Eq. (6) by w(n)*, w(m,r-nak)=w(m +npr,k 1 ).
and integrating over x', one obtains the Wannier re-
currence equation Considering the (100) direction for which p=2, it fol-

ailows that there exist two sets of WF's, each of which can
[E(n -m)+ U(n,m)If(m,t)=iftf(m) (7) be generated from two generic WF's by a lattice transla-

a tion

where U(n,m) is the matrix element given by w(2n,r)=w(Or-na), w( 1 +2n,r)=w( l,r-na).

U(n,m)=(w(n)j U jw(m)) The number of WF's for a given direction is therefore

f (8) given by p for the face-centered-cubic lattice considered.
r(8) For our purpose it is convenient to picture these WF's as

The one-band Wannier recurrence equation derived holds located at p sites along the lattice vector a associated with

for sufficiently small perturbation potentials U. For Eq. the direction 2. We can then write these WF's as
(7) to be solved, both the band-structure Fourier coeffi- w(n,r,k i )=w(x'-na/p,rl,k)=w(x'-na/p)=w(n),
cients and the matrix elements U(n,m) are required.

As expressed by Eq. (8), the matrix elements are where a is the effective lattice parameter for the direction
evaluated from the Wannier functions. Techniques for d. The one-dimensional WF we have introduced is in fact
the evaluation of the Wannier functions have been a hybrid entity, since it corresponds to the Bloch state ki
developed by Kohn. 2 The evaluation of the WF for sil- for the transverse coordinates rL. The properties of the
icon has been recently reported by Kane and Kane;,13 how- V/F's of one-dimensional lattices cannot be assumed to
ever, the WF derived is a linear superposition of the WF's apply directly to the one-dimensional WF we have de-
of the four valence bands. The evaluation of realistic fined. Therefore, problems concerning the reality of the
WF's is a complicated matter, which we would like to VF and the simultaneous convergence of the WF's
avoid in the simple picture we intend to develop, remain to be addressed. These studies are not trivial

Some direct approximations can be derived from the matters for three-dimensional crystals,14 in particular for
properties of the WF's. In the case of simple bands, it is lattices without a center of inversion.
possible to select the phase of the Bloch functions so that In our simplified treatment we shall assume the picture
the WF's are exponentially localized.' 4 From both the developed to be truly one-dimensional. The reality and
orthogonality and the tight localization of the WF's, it exponential localization of the WF's in one-dimensional
follows that the matrix element of a smooth potential is structures are discussed by Kohn.16 More recent work by
accurately represented by the sampling of the potential at Zak 7 raises the one-dimensional Wannier picture to the
the lattice sites: status of a well-defined representation in quantum

U(n,m)= U(x'=na/p)8, . (9) mechanics and introduces the canonical Wannier function
with minimal position uncertainty and located in the zero

We shall discuss in Sec. III the extent to which these ap- cell of the Bravais lattice.
proximations can be used for sharply varying potentials. Zak also demonstrates that the position operator has a

. . V -9
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discrete spectrum. This implies that the applied poten- heterostructures for which the band gap is spatially vary-
tials are transformed by the one-bend approximation into ing while the band structure is assumed to be conserved.
steplike potentials. This is due to the inability of the one- The one-dimensional Wannier picture developed in the
band approximation to deal with the perturbation of the previous section is capable of handling fast spatial varia-
inner crystal potential. However, as we shall see in the tion of the potential since the nondiagonal term of the
next section, most of the band mixing can be formally ac- matrix potential V(n,m) can be accounted for. However,
counted for with the use of the generalized Wannier func- the formalism developed relies on the one-band approxi-
tion. For stronger potentials it is further necessary to ac- mation which strictly holds only for small potential per-
count for the polarization of the semiconductor. " turbations. Its use for submicron heterostructures seems

II. Tm OGEmALEZD WANNIER PICTURE unjustifiable. Indeed, the band-edge variation in these
structures is large and band mixing is expected.

In this section we shall be concerned only with abrupt One should then resort to a multiband expansion, and
modulation-doped heterostructures or models of abrupt the envelope equation (7) now reads

iA-2f(nb)=J fE(n -mb)f(mb)+ M (w(n,b) I U(x) l w(m,b'))f(m,b') 1at MIb

where b is the band index. The existence of generalized Wannier functions
It is, however, possible to avoid a multiband expansion (GWF's) has been theoretically established by Kohn and

if one introduces the concept of generalized bands. As Onffro9' for one-dimensional structures. These Wannier
was remarked by Zak,17 "a band is a surprisingly stable functions can be labeled by their generalized band index;
entity under external perturbations." This might seem to they account, however, for the presence of interface states
be a paradoxical statement coming from Zak, who has in the forbidden band gap.z2 We shall denote these gen-
been very critical of the use of the one-band approxima- eralized Wannier functions as a (n,x). They span the a
tion in general, 9 and in particular for the Stark effect.' same function space as the eigenfunctions of the per-
In fact, the existence of bands under external perturba- turbed lattice for the same generalized band.
tions does not rely on the one-band approximations. A The index n will be taken here as the site index, al-
band of energy is essentially a quasicontinuum of energy though depending on the potential well there may be more
states. Such an entity seems to survive numerous mis- than one or even no GWF's associated with the interface
treatments such as high impurity concentrations, alloying sites. The GWFs are localized about the lattice site (or
with random distribution of two atoms on a given sublat- the periodic potential minima). Rehr and Kohn have
ice in IH-V compounds, even for abrupt heterojunctions. shown23 that they can be exponentially localized. An

However, surface states or band tailing or even alloy and essential property of the GWF's is that they form an
roughness scattering effects occur, and it might be more orthonormal set
accurate to refer to these bands as generalized bands.
Such bands in most cases can only be represented (a(n)Ia(m)) a(n,x)a(m,x)dx ,.
mathematically as resulting from the mixing of the bands The eigenfunctions are linear combinations of a (n,x),
of the unperturbed crystals. This is similar to the expan-
sion of the pseudo-wave-function in terms of plane waves W(x,E)= Xf(n,E)a (n,x),
in the calculation of band structures using the pseudopo-
tential method; the bands evaluated result from the mix- with f(nE) the solution of
ing of the bands of the empty lattice.

A one-band formalism can then be developed if one Ef(n,E)= H(n,m)f(m,E), (12)
uses the exact Wannier functions instead of the Wannier i
functions of the unperturbed lattice. It remains to be where H(n,m) is the Hamiltonian matrix element given
demonstrated that such Wannier functions exist. The by
Wannier functions as we introduced them [see Eq. (4)] are
defined as Fourier coefficients of the Bloch functions H(n,m)=(a(n)IHIa(m)).
which are periodic in k space. The quasimomentum is
defined by the translation operator' s only for periodical Here H is the total Hamiltonian of the heterojunction
potentials. At a heterojunction, the periodicity is broken given by
and no quasimomentum, Bloch functions, or Wannier H =Ho+U(x),
functions can be defined, but one can attempt to general-
ize the entities, as the periodicity is essentially broken only with HO the unperturbed crystal potential and UWx the
at the junction. The most obvious approach is to general- heterojunction effective potential.
ize the Wannier functions which are strongly localized on Equation (12) is similar to Eq. (7), except that we use
each lattice site and therefore will be strongly perturbed the GWF instead of the unperturbed Wannier functions.
only at the junction itself. The knowledge of the GWF weight f(n,E) is sufficient in
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most applications and Eq. (12) can be solved if the matrix
element H(n,m) is known. 0.6

The derivation of the matrix element is the critical part 0.5

of this method. One approach consists of first deriving>Z4
the GWFs at each site. An important property of the 03
GWF's demonstrated by Kohn and Onffroy states that
for lattice sites far from the interface the GWF's ap- [Js
proach the unperturbed WF ekponentially in n, 0.1

a(n,x).w(x -na) for In I >>0, 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10

(100)GaAs SPECTRUM
assuming the interface at n =0. Only a few GWFs are
found to be perturbed or to differ from the WF, as was re- FIG. 2. Fourier coefficients of the r toX band structure of
ported by Gay and Smith.22 It follows that a few lattice Fi. 1.
parameters away from the interface the Wannier picture
developed in Sec. I holds and the only remaining unknown
terms are the interface Hamiltonian matrix terms.

A variational method for the derivation of the GWF sampling theorem, we reconstituted the band structure.
has been proposed by Kohn and Onffroy for one- The band structure was in addition fitted at s to
dimensional potentials and was tested by Gay and 0.068mo. This consequretly slightly altered the smooth-
Smith.? A three-dimensional treatment is required for ness of the upper valley. The resulting band structure of
the heterostructures of interest here. The derivation of GaAs along A is shown in Fig. 1. The amplitudes of the
the Wannier functions in three dimensions being quite in- Fourier coefficints of the GaAs band structure along A
volved,"3 the derivation of the more complicated GWF are plotted in Fig. 2. We present in Fig. 3 the locus of the
will not be considered as a practical approach. For our amplitude of the roots expjk(E)a that solvte equa-
present purposes, we shall use for the Hamiltonian matrix Oon E (ki) =E, where E (k) is the band structure along A.
simple approximations derived from the general proper- One obtains 20 roots. Roots 1 and 2 correspond to B 4och
ties of the Wannier functions discussed in Secs. I andI. wavefunctionsofthecetralvalleyatr. Roots3and4

The essential result brought about by the GWF formal- correspond to the Bloch waves of the upper valley cen-

ism is that as long as a generalized band of energy can be tered on X. The unexpected behavior at X of roots 5, 6, 7,

assumed, it is possible to lump all the band-mixing effects and 8 is due to the fact that the upper-valley minimum
into the interface Hamiltonian matrix elements, whereas does not occur exactly at X. The shift of the X minimum
the wave function f(n) remains given by an equivalent

Hamiltonian recurr3e equation. -- 0.5t

MII. TWO SIMPLE EXAMPLES >..

We shall now consider two simple applications of the W
Watmaer picture. The first cnits of the evaluation of j
the resonant states in a square qntum well 0.5 eV deep o 4
using GaAs band structur One expects to observe the
interaction of the upper-valley and central-valley states of 0.2

GaAs for such a deep well.2 '
These band-structure data, kindly furnished by Profes- 0.1 1,2

sor Karl Hess of the University of Illinois, were given at a
set of sampled points in the Brillouin zone. Using the 0

2-0.1-

2- 
-0.2-

-0.3-

00

-o.I

Oa a r) (00)OAs Cx 2 w/o aA OTROOTS' NORM

FIG. 1. GaAs band structure along A (dots: original sampled

data; solid curve: reconstructed band structure with effective FIG. 3. Locus of the roots of GaAs band structure of Fig. I
mass fitted at r to U.6m). as a function of the energy.
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is an artifact of the spectrum truncation. Since the band 0.5 q

structure is slightly distorted, we do not expect these roots 0 1 1 %

to contribute much. There are finally 12 remaining roots ' , --- ,
with a very high damping rate. These roots contribute 0.4,\ ',, ' " 'a.

only within the matching area. One observes in Fig. 3 the z R .. -
evanescent Bloch waves being transformed into propa- a o. .. .
gating Bloch waves at r (0 eV) and X (0.3 eV). 0.3 q bThe Wannier picture calls for the matrix element of the 2 "
quantum well potential. For trial purposes we evaluated I..n~~~qun t m ti w eltnial. For ta puross e evauady! " o 'o..

numerically (with the Clauss-Legendre integration tech- 0.o
nique) its matrix element using the WFs, the wealy Jo- 0.
calized WF's of the empty lattice .

wr -ml) in[ (px /a -m r 0., o.,,
w~x-m/p)- [(pxla -m)r] *

It is most enlightening to consider the diagonal terms 0.
plotted in Fig. 4 (with an arbitrary energy scale). One ob- 2 5 10 15 20 25
serves that these diagonal terms approximately follow the WELL WIDTH (0/2)

assumed square potential, even for such a narrow well.
The energy difference (a few percent) is distributed in the FIG. S. Energy levels of a GaAs quantum well, as a function

nondiagonal terms and contributes somewhat to the of the well width. The well depth is 0.5 eV.
matching. Using the complete matrix element, we found

_7 that sufficienly accurate results could be generated bythatsuf~cintl acurat ftIils culd~ ~the first resonant level of the upper valley with the energy
directly reducing the matrix element to diagonal terms locu s of the v e This det the smooth

locus I of the central valley. This destroys the smooth
corresponding to the sampling of the assumed potential at
the lattice site [see Eq. (9)]. variation of these energy loci as they interact. The same

We have developed an algorithm to solve the eigenvalue phenomenon occurs also as the second and third

problem and have evaluated the locus of the resonant en- resonant-level loci (denoted, respectively, 2 and 3) cross

ergy level of the square quantum well of depth 0.5 eV, as the X relative minimum (0.3 eV). A more thorough dis-
a functio of the well width L. The result is plotted in cussion of this interference effect has been recently report-

Fig. 5 (open circles) and compared with the mergy-level ed by Chang and Ting.2

locus (solid curve) of the effective-ms approximation. It The phenomenon just described colstitutes an example

should be pointed out that in our picture the well width of what may be called a full band-stucture effect which

can only be varied by increments of a half-lattice parame- can be handled by the generalized Wannier picture. The

ter for the 100 direction. algorithm developed can be used to study any type of

We label the first, resonant state 1. For a wide potn- variation of the band gap. As a second example, we con-
tial well, both the WF and the continuum methods yield sider the simple case of a superlattice made of square

the same results, since the resonant level lies at low mee, wells such as in the Kronig-Penney problem. 5 We as-

where the effective mass is quite accurate, For a narrower sume a simple tight-binding band structure

well, one observes a divergence of the two energy plots as Ek=A(1-coska) with the effective mass at k=0

the effective-mass approximation becomes inadequate at selected to be 0.12m 0 . The well depth is 0.2 eV, the width

higher energy. and separation of the wells is chosen to be 10a so that the

For a well smaller than five lattice parameter, the first superlattice parameter is 20a. This leads to two resonant

resonant state occurs above 0.3 eV. This resonant state re- levels in an individual well. In Fig. 6 we present the result

sults, then, from a superposition of the central-valley for, successively, 1, 2, and 20 wells. The discrete band

Bloch wave and the upper-valley Bloch wave. Indeed, one structure of the 20-well superlattice is plotted in Fig. 7

observes the interference of the energy locus (labeled a) of (open circles). This is to be compared to the band struc-
ture (solid curve) of the Kronig-Penney model in the
effective-mass approximation.

0.2"
BAND 2u, I_ LEVEL 2 _ _

L 0.1

t hi. LEVEL I SAND I
i AXIS QUANTUM WELL - =

0- WELL 2 WELLS 20 WELLS
FIG. 4. Diagonal matrix element of a quantum well U(x),

nine lattice parameters wide. FIG. 6. Superlattice formation.
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o.75 SUPERLAICE BAND STCURE E(kx)=E(k,x)+ "k'

2Um

where m* is a transverse effective mass which is not
B.A70ND varying in space. Such a band structure does not corre-
BAND 2 spond to any realizable interface but constitutes a con-

venient model. In this model we use the one-dimensional

GWF formalism to solve for the eagenstates of this struc-
0.165 htre. A set of orthogonal GWF's noted a (n,x) can be de->" fiue ~as inSe..Th ese G Fxspcn e ntiall o

" calized at each lattice site n. For the case of an abrupt
50.160 htrjucin the GWFs a (nx) approach exponentially

with n the WF's of semiconductors I and 2, for lattice
sites far from the interface (at n =0). A few lattice sites
away from the interface, inside semiconductor 1, a GWF

0.,55- closely resembles the WF of the unperturbed semicon-
ductor 1; the orthogonality with the GW s of semicon-
ductor 2 across the interface essentially affects only the

S : Nexone , nitially decaying tail of t Gis F. Finally, one is
0.045 ___________,_Iagain led to the generalized one-band formalism of Sec. 11,

0 k (IT/20) with the GWF envelope given by the one-dimensional
Wannier recurrence equation (7).

FIG. 7. Superlattice band structure (open circles: tight- The derivation of the Hamiltonian matrix elements
binding superlattice of 20 quantum wells; solid curve- KrOnig- H(n,m) is again critical to the analysis. We favor a
Penney model). direct evaluation of these elements, which remains to be

devised. In its absence, alternative approaches can be con-
ceived, and we shall demonstrate such an approach for a

The low-lying bands (band 1) have a similar shape but simple system.
are separated by a shift of I meV. This small shift First consider the trial Hamiltonian

originates from the use of the approximate diagonal ma- H(nm)=E(n-mn)-U(nm),
trix element for the superlattice potential.

The upper bands (band 2), however, differ appreciably. where E(n -m,n) is the band-structure Fourier coeffi-
Part of the difference is due to the deviation from para- cient which is assumed to vary in space with the lattice
bolicity of the cosine band and results in a much higher site n. Such a Hamiltonian, which might be proposed for
conduction-bend maximum for the effective-mass approx- a smoothly spatially-varying band structure, is not correct
imation. The remaining difference is essentially due to as the Hamiltonian is no longer Hermitian:
the finite character of the superlattice composed of only
20 wells. H(n,m)9H*(m,n)

More sophisticated structures can be studied with the This arises as a consequence of using the intrinsically ill-
algorithm developed, but this was not our purpose, as we defined concept of spatially dependent band structures.
intended to test the generalized Wannier picture using The GWF formalism is capable of accounting for the
aimple examples for which closed-form solutions a breakdown of the band structure. The Hermiticity is

ivieed compatible with

E(m - n):*E(n -m,n);
IV. SPATIALLY VARYING BAND STRUCTURES

it follows that the related band structure at the lattice site
The Wannier picture developed above and its generali n,

zation so far do not apply to band structures varying with
space. Let us point out right away that the idea of spa- E(k,n)= --XE(l,n)e~kI,
tially varying band structure is an ill-defined concept,
which can be made more rigorous within the framework is now imaginary and therefore, as expected, has lost its
of the generalized Wannier picture. usual physical o tedin

A one-dimensional approach will break down for the For an abrupt eterojuction, the use of GWF formal-
M prop description of a spatially varying band structurea ism is reduced to the derivation of matching rules.
since the variation in the band structure occurs in the Indeed, away from the interface the Wannier picture of
three-dimensional k space and therefore requires a three- Sec. I holds and the only unknown terms are the interface
dimensional matching of the Wannier envelope. Hamiltonian element Hn,m).

We shall, however, for simplicity partially retain the Consider the hbands
one-dimensional picture by assuming the spatially varying
band structure to be given by E,(k,x)=A-Acos(ka), E 2(k,x)=B-Bcos(ka),
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where the amplitudes A and B are, respectively, related to 0.5

their effective mas by

A 2  
.04B

m 1a 2  M2a 2
I 0

For simplicity we evaluate the matrix element H(n,m)
using the unperturbed WF's on both sides of the junction.
In the tight-binding appximtion, the only r 0.2-

unknown is then the matri eament H(i,i+l)--C/2, '
, .mg the interface is located somewhere between the 0. M'. 0.041m

lattice i i and i+l. The resulting Hamiltonian is 1 .0om

shown around the interface in Fig. 8 for U(n,m)-O. 0
The evaluation of C depends now on the particular 2 i L1

mc ntheory upon which we choose to rely. There has 20 40 GO SO ,oo ,1
been much published recently on the matching of wave WELL WIoTH (.

functions acro a heterojunction. The GWF picture pro- FIG. 9. Inergy locus as a function of vel width for
poses a general method which enables us to evaluate the OGIi1sls3As/Ala4Jf,As quantum well (ops circles: Mults
wave function in hetrstutue but calls for the using Wainer algorithm with the reomeuial averag match-
knowledge of H(n,m). In its absence we intend first to in$; solid curve: result using the effective ms matchins). The
relate this method to other matching theories, wen depth is 0.5 eV.

Populartechniques are the effective-mass matching (see
Ref. 26 and the discussion by Kroemer and Qi-Gao
Zhu,' matching developed from the (k'p) Kane model should be corrected for narrow wells, as the nonparaboi-
by Bastard 2 9 and White, M , and S m,3. ad city is no longer negligible (see Wdch, Wicks, and East-
from tight-binding arguments by White, Margues, and man 3 ). The i eenegy locus is seen to age with
Sham30 and Ando and Mon. 32 A review of the different the cont -energy locus booed on the effctive-mas
methods is briefly given in White, Margum, and Sham. 30 formalism.
We intend to give a more complete discussion of the Thia result was established within the tight-binding ap-
matching problem in a forthcoming paper poximation. A mom refined sc~n will muen the on-

It follows from the work of Zhu and Xroemes that nection. A o iefine hee wixde
the effective-mm matching is related for small ergimes
to the geometrical average for the "ideal" heterostructure
(type I, Ref. 28) comsidered hem, V.i

C-G(4B)' a . We have introduced a generalized one-dimaional
From Bastard's work,' we have C given by the average Wanier picture. This formalism enables us to handle

C-(A +B)/2. sharp variations in potentia as long as the potential
strength is sufficiently moderate for the concept of a gen-

Both expreo ctually lead to the sme results when raled band to hold. The associated band-miing effects
the variation of effective mas is small across the heteo- are then lumped into a generalized onebnd Hamiltonian
junction. In Fig. 9 we compare the effective-mass match- matrix. In the absence of a knowledge of the GWF, one
ing with the geometrical average matching for a quantum can often rely in practice on the direct sampling of the po-
well. This quantum well is made of a layer of tential at each lattice site.
GAMIns7sS sandwiched between Ai(L4 hlIM 2As. The The generalized ow-band picture applies directly to
effective masm are, respectively, taken as 0.041 and modulation-doped structures and can be used as a model
0.075mo for GaInAs and AllnAs. These effective masses of e by treating the band-gap variation a

an effective potential. Another application not covered
-Hn' here and for which this model was in fact developed, con-

cerned the study of devices such as the Zener superlattice
-A/2 A I-Ad! 0 0 0 0 0 oscillator, for which the periodicity in k space of the sub-

band together with its spatial variation are fundamental to0 A/2 A-A/2 0 0 0 0 the device oeration.3 Finally, practical derivation of the

o 0 -Ad2 A -C/2 0 0 0 energy levels and eigenfunctions can be performed for ar-
I I- - - bitrary potentials or heterostructure configurations using

o o 0 -C/2 8-V, -si 0 0 the same algorithm.
The one-dimensiona generalized Wannier formalism

0 0 0 0 - 5/3 s-v 0 -sia o can be used to model true heterostructures, although a
rigorous treatment requires a three-dimensional OWF

o 0 0 0 0 -8/2 5-v o -5/2 analysis. In the one-dimensional picture, the matching of
the wave function across the interface is determined by

FIG. 8. Tight-blnding Hamiltosa. the interface Hamiltonian matrix elements.

, '° ... .. ! rP'/'"i
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The derivation of Wannier functions is in general a We believe that useful insights can be drawn from this
complex problem due to their orthogonality and the fact ability of the GWF formalism to handle the concept of
that they are not eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian. The band structure, through the use of the band-structure
best procedure would be to evaluate the generalized Fourier coefficients together with their spatial dependence
Fourier coefficients of the generalized band structure on the lattice sites. The band structure appears as a phys-
directly, just as the band structure is evaluated directly in ical entity established in a few lattice parameters. We
pseudopotential calculations using variational techniques. found that five to ten lattice sites were sufficient for a

-. An alternative approach is to derive the interface Ham- close representation of a band structure along (100).
' iltonian matrix directly from the enforcement of physical This is in qualitative agreement with the Wannier func-

constraints. Such an approach was undertaken by Zhu tions evaluated by Kane and Kane.13 Energy bands calcu-
and Kroemer2 ' and Ando and Mori32 for maximized lated from these Wannier functions were accurate to 0.1
matching (ideal heterojunction) using current continuity. eV when the Wannier-function overlaps were evaluated to
We shall report, in a forthcoming paper, on the extension twelfth neighbors (459 individual bonds). The spatial es-
of these matching theories to a higher energy range (non- tablishment of a small effective mass requires a larger
effective-mass case) and for the inclusion of higher-order number of sites since a larger number of Wannier-
overlap (non-tight-binding cases) for both type I and type function overlaps or band-structure Fourier coefficients is
I semiconductors (see Ref. 28). required to fit a small effective mass while accurately

The concept of generalized bands described here is reproducing the remainder of the band structure.
largely intuitive and has been used so far as such. The in-
troduction of the generalized Wannier functions brings
support to the concept. One interesting feature of the
generalized Wannier picture is that it accounts consistent- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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10. LONG RANGE ORDERINGI
For a semiconductor alloy, AxBI x C, regular solution

theory indicates that the excess enthalpy or heat of mixing

is given by

A&Hm =x1x

where a is an interaction parameter which contains the physics

of the mixing process. For positive values of a we expect

to have cation clustering above and phase separation below

a critical temperature,

T-
c k41n2

For negative values of a we expect a tendency toward cation

ordering above and compound formation below Tc.

10.1 RECENT ALLOY FORMATION MODELS

There have recently been several calculations of a for

III-V alloys based on the idea that most or all of the heat

of mixing is due to bond distortion. Fedders and Muller (1]

calculate a under the assumption that it is due to the changes

in the bond lengths, a and b, of the binary compounds, AC and

BC, required to form a virtual crystal lattice. This gives

a-b 2

where A can be determined from the elastic properties of the

material. Mikkelsen and Boyce [2] have found from EXAFS

I !
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measurements, however, that the AC and BC bonds in alloys

are within 20 percent of their values, a and b, in the binary

compounds, which reduces X by about 20.

To maintain essentially binary bond lengths, a and b,

in a virtual crystal alloy the bond angles must also be distorted

so that the factor of 20 reduction above is an under estimate

of A. Mikkelson [3] has taken into account both bond length

and angle distortions to obtain values of a in good agreement

with experimental values of a from pseudo-binary phase diagrams.

Although Muller [4] has shown that bond distortion should

reduce disorder below that expected for a random cation distribu-

tion of A and B, all elastic models necessarily result in

Ia positive heat of mixing since strain energy is positive

definite.

Zunger et al. [5] have included charge transfer effects

with bond distortion in their model of semiconductor alloy

formation. They find that, although the negative excess

energy from charge transfer is small in comparison to the

positive excess heat of mixing from bond distortion, the

chemical charge transfer provides a means of stabilizing

long range order and compound formation. This is because

ordered alloys or compounds can accomodate bond distortion

with less strain energy than disordered alloys with large

strain energy associated with random cation distribution.
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As an example, for the alloy In0 5Ga0.5P they obtain

a= +0.leV/atom-pair which is the same as obtained by Mikkelsen.

For the compound InGaP 2 Zunger et al. obtain an equivalent

excess energy parameter aE = -0.047eV/atom-pair. On this basis

we can qualitatively compare alloys with In and Ga cations to

those with Al and Ga cations. That is, alloys with In and Ga

cations are expected to have relatively large bond distortion

(atomic size differences) and large charge transfer (electro-

negativity differences) compared to alloys with Al and Ga cations.

Thus, the small positive or zero heat of mixing in alloys with

Al and Ga cations is proportionally offset by small negative

or zero excess energy due to chemical interaction.

10.2 X-RAY MEASUREMENTS

As mentioned in our last annual report (6] we have obtained

- some evidence for long range ordering in In Ga lxP grown on GaAs

by liquid phase epitaxy. This is indicated in Figure 1 where

we show back-reflection Laue photographs for (a) a {2ll}Ga

oriented GaAs substrate and (b) an In0. 49Ga0. 51P lattice-matched

epitaxial layer using a Cu target. In these measurements

additional spots in the photograph for the epitaxial layer

could easily be interpreted as evidence for long range order.

v What we see instead are enhanced intensity 0 46 and 0 6 4 spots.

These enhanced intensity spots were also observed in about

eight other InxGa lxP layers with x between 0.49 and 0.52, but

were not observed in one Al0 .4Ga0.6As layer we measured. When
Laue photographs for anl n0.49Ga0.51P layer were taken with a
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Mo target, the 046 and 064 spots were not enhanced but

additional 21 012, 2 101_2, 212 0, and 2 f2 i were observed.

Table I. Reflections which satisfy the Bragg condition for
characteristic Ka lines near the lattice constant
of In0 .5Ga0.5P.

Equivalent Structure Factors Characteristic
Cubic Bragg

Reflection Sphalerite Chalcopyrite Layered Condition

2nd Order
032 0 0 fIn-Ga Cu Ka

064 fIn + f Ga-2fp fIn+fGa-2fp f In+f Ga-2fp 1st Order
I GaI aCu Ka

165 0 0 f -f 2nd Order
In Ga Mo Ka

212 10 f + f +2f fn+f +2f f +f+2f 1st Order
In Ga p In Ga p InGap Mo Ka

2127 0 fn-f 0 1st Order

-In Ga I Cu Kai

f f 01st Order
4109 fIn-fGa 0 cuKa

In Table I we compare the structure factors for several

reflections in the sphalerite structure and two of the most

likely ordered structures for InGaP2, chalcopyrite (space

group I4 2 d) and primitive layered (space group P 4 2m) structures.

First, note that superlattice structure factors are small

(fIn- fGa ) and will be observed only when they satisfy theI
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Bragg condition, 2dnk1 sin e = n A , for one of the high intensity

characteristic x-ray lines. For example, the 2 127 and 4 109

(equivalent cubic notation) chalcopyrite reflections satisfy

the Bragg condition in 1st order for Cu Ka (A = 1.5418A) lines

near the lattice constant of GaAs (5.6532A). Since we easily

observe these reflections in our chalcopyrite ZnSnP2 (5.6407A)

epitaxially grown on GaAs, we conclude that the InxGa1 -xP is

not ordering in a chalcopyrite structure.

Second, notice that the 064 set of reflections are allowed

in all three crystal structures and satisfy the Bragg condition

in 1st order for Cu Ka. If the InxGalixP has a layered

structure, these 064 reflections could be enhanced by 032

reflections, which satisfy the Bragg condition in 2nd order

for Cu Ka. In a similar manner the 2 12 10 reflections, which

satisfy the Bragg condition in 1st order for Mo Ka(A=0.7107A),

could be enhanced by 165 reflections, which satisfy the Bragg

condition in 2nd order for Mo Ka.

Using tabulated atomic scattering factors (7] we can

calculate the intensity of the 064 Laue spots that would

be expected with different materials and crystal structures.

Taking into account 032, 064, 096, and 0 128 reflections,

the following reflected intensity ratios are obtained.

InGaP2  In0 .5Ga0.5P InGaP 2
In0.5Ga0.5P GaAs GaAs

3.5 60 220

Although this calculation neglects absorption and secondary

extinction, it shows that the 064 enhancement shown in
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Figure 1 could be simply due to the difference between

sphalerite In0 .5Ga0 .5P and GaAs and not layered InGaP2

and GaAs.

10.3 LAYERED STRUCTURE

Recently, Kuan, Kuech and co-workers(81 have reported

long-range order in AlxGa 1 -xAs. They claim to see the most

pronounced evidence for ordering from Al0.75Ga0.25As grown

on {ll0}GaAs at 7000C by organo-metallic vapor phase epitaxy.

Electron diffraction measurements, which are sensitive to

surface structure, were used to indicate the presence of

a layered crystal structure (the P4 2m space group discussed

above) with c-axes orientations in the growth plane. No

significantly different physical properties, however, were

obtained for this material.

A fairly definitive x-ray experiment which would indicate

the presence of a layered crystal structure is shown schematic-

ally in Figure 2. The geometry of the experiment is the

same as that used to obtain the back-reflection Laue photographs

shown in Figure 1. The layered face centered cubic cation

sublattice with cations as open and closed circles and [001]

c-axes is shown as observed in the (100] direction. Figure 2 (a)

shows that for this c-axis orientation reflections from the

(046) planes between the (023) planes do not cancel out (023)
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I
reflections. Thus, both 046 and 02 3 superimpose on the

bottom of the film. Figure 2 (b) shows, however, that for

the same c-axis orientation reflections from the (064) planes

cancel out reflections from the (032) planes. Thus, only

0 64 is observed on the top of the film. A significant

difference in intensity of these spots on the film (we calcu-

late 3.5 for In and Ga cations), therefore, would indicate

a layered structure with one c-axis.

If the c-axis in Figure 2 were in the [010] direction,

one can see that the 064 and 032 at the top of the film

would superimpose while the 0 23 reflection would be cancelled

by 0 6 4 at the bottom. For the c-axis in the [100] direction

both 03 2 and 0 23 reflections would be cancelled, since

the layered structure looks like a sphalerite structure to

an [011] x-ray beam orthogonal to the c-axis. The examination

of a tetragonal structure with fixed primary x-ray beam

orientation and three c-axis orientations is equivalent to

the examination of a tetragonal structure with fixed c-axis

orientation and three primary x-ray beam orientations. The

latter, of course, is experimentally achievable and we

summarize potential observations in Table II.I,
a
i
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Table II Summary of conclusions that can be obtained
from Laue measurements with primary beam in
three <110> directions. U

Beam Enhanced P42m
Directions 0 6 4 Spots c-axes a

[0111 046 -0

10]406 (001][101]

[110] 1

[011] 046 064 l(001]

(101] - 406 and

(110] zo - [010]

(011] 046 064 [0013
. . . . [0101

(101] 60 4 406 and

[110] 640 40 (100]

The salient feature of the experiments indicated in

Table II is that, to determine the number of c-axes in a

layered sample, x-ray measurements must be taken with the

primary beam in at least two of the <110> directions

indicated. At the present time we have looked at our

InxGa 1xP samples with the primary beam in only one <110>

direction. For these samples no asymmetry in 064 spot

intensity has been observed which could not be attributed

to slight misorientation of the primary beam.
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10.4 CONCLUSIONS

3From the discussion above we conclude that charge transfer
effects in III-V alloys may provide a mechanism for stabilizing

equilibrium long range order and compound formation. The

resulting total negative excess energy involved, however,

appears to be sufficiently small that low growth temperatures

and kinetic effects, such as substrate orientation, may be

critical factors. This appears to be the case for the recently

reported ordering in AlxGal_xAs and should also be true for alloys

with larger atomic size and electronegativity differences. We are

now in the process of constructing an OMVPE reactor to examine

these effects.
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